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WHEN

LARGE PATRIOTIC

OUR COUNTRY AT WAR

NEW MEXICO IS LAUNCHED

EXPOSES FALICY

MEETING

AT TAOS WEDNESDAY

GROSS CRUELTY

NIGHT

TO THE BELGIANS

The ceremonies

in connection witk
Special to State Record.
launching of the superderad- Taos, N. M., April 5. An immense
OF JAMES FIGURES the
BY THE GERMANS
nought "New Mexico," on Monday,
mass meeting was held here last
April 23, will be "formal, short and
and was attended by over
evening
simple, according to the announce
five hundred citizens of Taos and
Ifnpnf nt Ppar Admiral M P TTsh,r
'
vicinity.
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made hy THE BELGIANS MUST SION
were
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CONTRACTS
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?
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of the people of this valley
support
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GERMANY
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to the President in any action which
N NOT conditions the government apparentit may be necessary for him to take
ARE
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AS
THERE
aims
ceremonies
have
the
to
ly
in the present crisis.
ZNOUOS TEACHERS
over as quickly as possible, and few
SLAVES
outside of .the New Mexico party
will be present at the christening.
DES MARAIS NEW SUPER
Resolution declaring a state of war exthrough the streets of Iondon before
Department of Education, Santa The announcement of Rear AdWashington, April 3. An appeal
ists between the United States and Germany
miral Usher is contained in a letter
Fe, New Mexico.
for France, our houses would almost
FOR INSANE ASYLUM from Belgian workmen for organizto Senator A. A. Jones, a copy of
April 2, 1917.
ed assistance by neutral governpassed by U. S. Senate just before midnight crack with the cheering.
To Newspapers of New Mexico:
which Senator Jones has forwarded
ments and laboring classes in neuWednesday by vote of 82 to 6.
The increase of the navy to 87,000 men
During the past week I have read to Governor Lindsey here, in a
tral nations was made
at the
in the newspapers over the State letter accompanying
this copy he
East Las Vegas N. M., April 4. Bilgian legation today. public
the House Friday morning at 3 authorized ten days ago has been attained.
Passed
It says that
an article under the heading "Some 'says:
At the first meeting of the new 500,000 men have been thrown
Out
a. m., hy a vote of 373 to 50.
Dear Governor Lindsey: Refer
Serbians. Routnaneans. Italians and Rusboard of trustees of the New Mexico of work and kept in forced idleness
Figures of Interest on costs of Educational Institutions" as compiled ring further to the matter of the
Hospital for the Insane, which
the President Friday at I :io sians in this country anxious to enlist.
which has led the Germans to decree
Signed
by
held here Tuesday, Cecilio Rosenwald that "either you must sign a conby the State Tax Association of christening of our battleship 'New
p. m.
which Mr. A. E. James is Director. Mexico,' I beg to inform you that I
Enormous Red Cross warehouses to be
was chosen as president and p.. J tract for work in Germany or
you
These figures presented somewhat have been recently advised by the
McWeme secretary-treasure- r.
Both w;n be ukcn a, siaves
Presidential
Proclamation
established
New
at
As a result
proclaiming
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York,
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of a scale showing that some of the secretary of the navy that the cereresidents
The
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of
board
this
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ijt adds, the whole of the working
war and defining iinfricndly acts on the part Denver, San Francisco and New Orleans for
of the State were monies in connection therewith will
late in the afternoon elected Dr Des 'ciasses Qf Belgium are threatened
High School
of tlis enemy citizens and subjects within our care of immense amount of supplies being
operated at a lower cost than others. take place at the New York navy
marais new superintendent ror mc with slavery, starvation or death.
According to the figures referred yard on the 23rd of April. The sehospital to succeed Dr. W. P. Mills,
borders published immediately after the ap- provided by that organization.
"has
'Germany," the appeal
to above, one of the seven high cretary further advises that under
who was named by the preceding condemned her victims tosays,
an
pay
President of Cuba calls upon congress of
proval of the war resolution.
schools mentioned was held up as the present conditions there will be
which
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to more than $200,000,000
in congress,
with
the ground merely that the per capita ico's delegation
Mcs.rs. Rosenwald, McWenie, James and which is
at the rate
German ships seized in our
Ninety-on- e
mediately $3,502,517,000 to finance the war
cost there is the lowest, $41.40.
their wives, and official representaF. Hinkle, of Roswell ; Canuto Ra- of $10,000,000 increasing
monthly.
for one year, approximately as follows:
I have just
returned from St. tives who come east for the launchmirez and Bonifacio 'Baca, both of
ports today. Sixteen of them at Manilla and
"She has carried off and transportLouis where I represented the State ing will be invited.
San Miguel county.
For the war department, $2,952,537,933.
ed into Germany by pillage, confiseight at Honolulu.
Board of Education bearing with me "I am still hoping that you can
cation, requisition and forced sale,
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Work of industrial census progressing
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FARM LAND IS SOLD greater
For the other necessary expenditures for rapidly.
part of the raw products in
Schools.
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tions were admitted and a few re- ly in order that the necessary arAmericans, to the number of 1,500,
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as painfui.
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of Mexico ready to destroy American ships.
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New
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Mexico,
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to information sent to Washington today by
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excitement in Rio Janiero
peace of the nations of the world.
schools by this body and it was Mexico' shall be launched at high
the most progressive and prosperous only
tne evet,inR has been discontinued,
The London Spectator appeals for the is intense as the result of the sinking of the
pointed out that the requirement of water at 10 a. m., on Monday, April
farming communities in the Roswell ,Ti.,t was the bcSf Cne because we
immediate dispatch of a small American force Brazilian steamer Parana, and the Brazilian
standard nine which reads as fol- - 23.
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length
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of recitations per day and number
,
.
. ..
.
i
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:,,..
of pupi'.s per class. The Commis- - "Rear Admiral, U. S. N., Command- aiiuulua iiui nc ucnycui uuiiiiat Albuquerque.
iivus
ADOPT PRECAUTIONS
T0je.;where sprin(? wheat is planted, laic summer ana autumn: and lamuv
sion complimented very highly the, ant Navy Yard and station
gardens should be planned to sup BEST .GUNNER IN NAVY
High Schools which made applicaBIG TIERRA AMARILLA MEET
SECURE MAXIMUM RETURN
tion on their courses of study, their
ply ample quantities of early maturFIRED
FOR
INTOXICATION
sma'.l
and
MONTH
OF
fruits
WAR
their
for
IS
APRIL
ing
vegetables
faculties, superintendents,
SCHOOL AND WAR TALKS
FROM ACREAGE PLANTED
but refused two of them
canning, drying, or preserving, as
THE UNITED STATES
should be allowed to become dead well as fresh products for the table.
While
solely on the grounds that they
the navy
Washington
of the scarcity of tinplate ipartment
Their efficiency
were
d
has been making a
ripe before cutting, because of the
The Secretary of Agriculture. D. tenHpnrv t shatter whm ;, that
the high price of tin cans, it;vass Qf young officers
might be termed over saturated. The
sufficiently
Special to State Record:
ac-F.
1
be
eirrht institutions which were
Houston, today, March 27, issued condition.
n
necessary in household pre- 'ski:led in gunnery to protect
Most farmers probably may
Tierra Amarilla, Rib Arriba Counof
the
the
with
food
more
war
not!
were
will find it possible to locate and
With the exception of
following statement
credited without question
extensively can armed iincrSi the most expert
New Mexico. April, 3rd, 1917.
regarded by the Commission as su-- 1 Great Britain in 1812, every big war "Both for economic and patriotic prevent important wastes if at the to pack fruit and vegetables in other young officer in the service, Lieut, ty,Assistant
been
States
in
has
United
in
call
Iliis
containers.
which
others
the
to
resi-foSuperintendent of Pubthe
situation
season
faculty,
reasons the American farmer should beginning of the
r
may
Thomas M.
perior
they will
formerly a
lic Instruction J. V. Conway acnew methods of preserving or dcnt of NewTipton
course of study, equipment or other involved started during the month strive this year for the highest give the matter serious thought and
Mcxic0i has becn dis.
in th rrtAnt.
standard. of iffirienrv
ItndrrtaWp trt rnrrert such wasteful the improvement and extended use missed from the service by Secre-o- f companied by County Superintenessentials, but they employed sut-. J
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t
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old processes such as drying.
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,tarv Danjcis on a charge of intox- - dentheld
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in the southern states, approxi- - ication.
production accomplished by wasteful .GUARD AGAINST POTATO DIS- or ncrton
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class room down to twenty-fiv- e
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less.
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such as potatoes,
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vegetables,
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maintenance of the high schools of nard. W. E. Rogers, j. C Gilbert and Disinfecting dips for seed and sprays should be guarded against to the
peanuts, kafir and other grain value and that the navy cannot af- - S. Hopewell, who is a member of the
U. inompson.
ior growing crops now nave oecn.iuncsi cxicni pussiuic.
the State at a proper State Of efli-j- Col. Hopewell ao- the food and oil produc ford to lose him. Lieutenant Tin- - national board.
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M Increased utilization of these for hu- -, the peculiar type of expert gunnery Howden, Episcopal Bishop for New
mA
of per capita high school costs at
required to protect vessels against Mexico. John M. McTeer and John
wlaend.d;isaPbTedUCti0n
RETURNS
this particular time seems obvious. ed to move to the disadvantage of SECURE MAXTMJTM
submarines. The recommendation of E. Simms.
SEED.
This is the period when the various their schools and of their children
tVd M
"U"Ier the condition in which the Admiral Palmer and other naval of-- 1 Active organization and campaign
hu!!
ri hT
imhigh schools are working out their by such a propaganda. The people "Under existing condition,, every
(country now finds itself, it is
ficers was that his sentence be held plans have been under way for
plans and estimates of operating of New Mexico, in my opinion, willj precaution should be taken (1) to re-- 1
as has been pointed out. in abeyance for a year and that if, several days. Such ideas as a relief
costs for the' coming year.
.
this not capitalize such a sacrifice noiduce production wastes by testing.
everything practicable be done at the end of that time his conduct day. charity balls, church offering
,tt(fion this season !tnat
article is aimed, apparently, to
th. n9.r;9 sppH aitffirivnf v in ailvailp tn in.
hn.
of agricul-jha- d
to increase the
been along the line of twelve Sunday, relief seals on the order of
OF SURPLUS PRE-see- tural activities efficiency
courage reduced operating exptndi- - influences which may urge it upon sure against the planting of dead .DISPOSAL
the coming years of previous service, punish- - jthe hed cross seals and otner tuna
during
VENTION
OF
WASTE.
contures, regardless of any other
season. I have called attention to ment other than dismissal be meted raising methods wi'.l be employed,
the highly general ground of
(2) to treat with disinfecting
than to reduce taxes. i;c economy
America heard the cr of Bel- Money spent and money dips seed subject to diseases that can! "Some of the most conspicuous a few of the steps that may be taken out to him.
as
mn
E?r?rthln'. '"rfoding efficiency, na- -, favej , ,,ot
there is in public be prevented, such as the smuts of crop wastes occur with fruits and to this end. It is desirable that
Daniels, after receiving igmm's starving little ones some time
Secretary
reckoned
the
los-is
1
in
by
efficiency
normal years, throughout the country farmers con- Admiral Palmers recommendation,! past, but New Mexico has never telt
educ,tion. It is my belief that the wheat, barley, oats, and rye, the
vegetables, of which,
of New Mexico still place ses from which are estimated
quantities usually are grown fer among themselves on thes and replied that "no pnnishment other called upon to assist in this mag- Vl to
.wptra,
lra".'r
reduced costs people
sacrificed
can
securing
children
their
than
market pro- - other matters affecting the produc- than dismissal" could adequately re- nificant movement. The officers of
above
the
at
the
for
results
$60,000,000
$50,000,000
to
producers
servativety
'
taxes for maintenance of our cost involved in maintaining
their in the United States in the average fitably. Frequently these losses are tion of needed crops and that they buke the young officer for his hav- the new'y established division will
schools. I cannot believe that the schools.
year; (3) to prepare especially thor- due undirectly to diseases and insect consult freely with the county ing yielded to intoxicating liquors. issue a call
subscrip.
eople of the state approve of any
Jonathan H. Wagner,
oughly for planting these vitally im- injury which lowers their market va- agents. State agricultural agencies, Lieut. Tipton therefore has been
tions in the near future. No n
can
iafluencbe
or
fpweb policy,
State Superintendent portant cereal crops and to care for lue without reducing their food va- - and the Department of Agriculture."
in the state will be overlooked.

Events of Tremendous Importance Follow Each Other In
Rapid Succession During Past 48 Hours. Our Entry
Increases War Spirit in All Parts of World
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BERLIN-VIENN-

MISS KATHERINE HARDING

A

HOLLWEG SPEECH

NO HINT OF YIELDING

POLICIES FOUND

'INCREASE OF BLOODSHED
PENDS UPON AMERICANS,"
DECLARES HOLLWEG.

OF 1,200,000 MEN FOR WAP
AGAINST GERMANY.

n X,

Ntwiup"r t'nl',ri NVwh Service.
Berlin, April 4. The propositi ol
Count, von Czernin, Austrian foreign
minister, that a peace cunteivnce bu
hold hy belligerents without ri'inih-int- i
the cessation of hostilities, apparently
represents the attitude of all In- central governments. Count von Czcrnin's
proposal was not only sanct ioneil jy
Austria and lier allies hut soon will
he formally approved at a
of high personages at Berlin representing the four countries.
n

p'--

1

Washington, April 4. The administo raise a land force of
men for the war against
1,L'iio,i"ni
Cerinany. The plans don't call for the
sending of a large force to Kurope for
many months, however, in view of the
fact that at the present time the
country has less than ::uii,iiIiii trained
soldiers, and all of these will hi; needed to instruct the new men, protect
the sea coast anil defend the Panama
canal, the Hawaiian islands and the
Philippines.
The first step to be taken will be
the Increase of the regular army from
to 2S0,iinii men and the in20.(1110
crease of the National Guard from
irii,00 to 444.IHKI men, the complete
war strength of the army nnd the
guard.
The administration hopes to obtain
the increases through the volunteer
system, but in the event there arc not
.sufficient volunteers, the President
may use tin- power given him in this
Hay defense act to draft persons from
IS to 4a Into Hie Bervice.

tration plans

1

-

Kaiser Will Not Declare War.
Berlin, April 4. The press report
of President Wilson's "state of war"
message reached lierlln. It Is declared
here that there would be no change in
the German attitude, even if Congress
adopted President Wilson's views.
Germany will not declare war nor
take any step to wage war against
The submarine
the United States.
war will lie continued as it has been
conducted since Keb. 1st.
Mrs. Alton

B.

Parker

Dies.

New York - Mrs. Alton It. Parker,
wife of former Judge Parker, Democratic candidate for President in 1914,
died at her home here.

whimper riiloii News

DE-

HiTvli-p-

March 'JO. Hope of
between the United
Slates and Germany has been dissipated by chancellor von lietliniann-ilollwcg'address to the Reichstag
iu the opinion of nearly all administration officials.
Washington,

availing war

s

m

t

conlc-rene-

The Merlin I.okal Anzei-p- i
r's ariiili; concerning t In- proposal
of tin- Aitsiro lungarian foreign mininference he held
ister hat a
the helligeivnts, as proposed hy
(lie Itheinisclie Went fnlischc Zoilung
of Ksseii, a copy of which has been
received here, says:
'Thi- standpoint taken hy the1 Mernts is shared
lin anil Vienna govern
also, it need hardly he said, hy tin'
governing circles of Sofia and Con
biant iuople.
"More unbroken and more firmly
we stand on all fronts; anil more conscious do we feel of power to persist,
lo the end.
"Should our enemies now show
themselves unwilling lo grasp this op
portunity for preparing to end the
bloodshed, we are prepared lo cole
tinue to hold out."

ON

IN GERMAN

FULL TEXT OF ADDRESS

PLANS FOR RAISING LAND FORCE

-

Miss Kathenne Harding, daughter
of Col. Chester A. Harding, governor
of the Panama Canal zone, and Mrs
Harding, is both beautiful and talent
ed and shows promise of a successful

HOLD FORTY AMERICANS
BY COMTO GERMANY
MERCE RAIDER MOEWE.

TAKEN

Nearly All of the Men Were Horsemen Aboard Transport Esmer-aldaSays Jack Benson.
V
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Following is Ihu t xt of the speech
before the Reichstag, which United
States officials look upon as the final
blow to all hopea of averting war:
lierlln (By Wireless to Sayvillo),
March JO. "Within the next few days
the directors of the American nation
will be convened by President Wilson
for an extraordinary session of Congress in order to decide Ihu question
of war between the American and German nations," said Chancellor von
Bethmann-Hollwcin his address to
tile Reichstag.
"Germany never had the slightest
intention of attacking the United
Slates of America, and does not have
such irtention now. It never desired
war against the United States of
America and does not desire it. today.
"How did these things develop?
More than once we told the United
Slates that we made unrestricted use
of
lo submarine
weapon expecting
that Kngland could bu made to observe, in her policy of blockade, the
laws of humanity and international
agreements.
"This blockade policy this I expressly recall has been called illegal
and indefensible' (the imperial chancellor here used the Knglisli words)
by President Wilson and Secretary of
Our expectations,
Slate Lansing.
which we maintained during eight
months, have been disappointed completely.
"Kngland not only did not give up
her illegal and indefensible policy of
blockade, but uninterruptedly intensified it.
Kngland, together with her
allies, arrogantly rejected the peace
offers made by us und our allies and
proclaimed her war aims which aim
at our annihilation and that of our
allies.
"Then we took unrestricted submarine warfare into our hands; we bad
If the American
to for our defense.
nation considers this a cause for
which to declare war against the German nation, with which it has lived
in peace for more than 100 years; if
this actio, warrants an increase of
bloodshed, we shall not have to bear
the responsibility for it. The German
nation, which feels neither hatred nor
hostility against the United States,
shall also bear and overcome this."

Copenhagen, .March ;;l. More than
forty Americans were among the prisoners taken lo Germany hy the German commerce raider Moewe, accord,
ing to .lack Heiison, an American
,
who has arrived here. The
he says, are held as prisoners
of war in Germany.
Menson, who for u time was a fellow
prisoner of the men now held in Germany, says that nearly all of the forty
men were horsemen aboard the horse
transport imeraldas which was sunk
by the Moewe.
The only exception whom Ilenson
was able to mention was an American
named Smith, who was aboard the
I Stilish
tinned merchantman Brecknockshire.
The Americans captured, together
with tho Mritisn crews, at last accounts were In a prison camp in Westphalia, having been taken from the
Moewe three days after her arrival at
Kiel.
Benson owes his release to the fact
that lie was serving on the unarmed
Norwegian bark Staut. and not on an
nrm-M- l
or belligerent merchant vessel.
The muster and (he entire crew of
the Slant were liberated and permitted to lea-- e Germany a few days after
the Moiwe's arrival in Kiel.
In addition to the detained Americans, at least two Danish sailors are
being held as prisoners of war for hav- U. S. NATIONAL BANK ASSETS.
ing served on board armed merchantReach Total of $16,000,000,000 and Are
men.
Larger Than Ten World Powers
Villa and Murgula to Fight U. S.
Combined.
Juarez, Mexico, April 3. A truce
American
national
Washington.
and
has been arranged between Villa
banks have set a new high record for
Gen. Murgnia, the de facto commandresources, again revealing that the
er, according to a refugee who arrived United States is
incomparably the
hero from Chihuahua City. According!
richest nalion in the world.
to this refugee, who was in tho state;
Williams announced
Comptroller
capital when the fighting occurred,! that on March 5, the date of the last
Carlos Ki telsen, a lending German bank
the assets of the national
resident of chihuahua City, went to banks call,
aggregated more than
Villa outside of the city with a proexceeding by more than
posal to cea:-- his attack upon the city,
tho combined resources of
wail
to
United
until
Villa
the
urging
(he Bank of Kngland, the Bank of
war
declared
upon Germany,
Slates
France, the Bank of Italy, the Bank of
when both factions would unite,
the Bank of Norway, the Bank
t'pain,
tho
United
States,
refugee of Sweden, tho Swiss National Bank,
against the
said.
the National Bank of Denmark, the
Bank of Japan and the Reichsbank of
Women Say Pacifist Pleas Insult.
Germany.
New York. In a statement the preparedness committee of the New York 100.000 Woodmen Ready to Enlist.
and New Jersey chapters of the womChicago. Nearly HiO.oOO members
en's department of he National Civic of drill teams of the Modern WoodFederation declared that "the hysteri- men of America will help in case of
cal cry of the female pacifists to war, according to Maj. Gen. M. W.
arouse timidity in American women Saxon of Topeka, Kan., who comis an insult to our sex and is deserv- mands the Forester division.
Gen.
ing of the sternest rebuke by the Saxon said at a meeting of the organpatriotic womanhood of our country ization here that there are G5.000 now
and must lie repudiated." The state- enrolled and about 35,000 who have
ment was signed by Mrs. August Bel- belonged to drill teams in the past.
mont, Mrs. Simon Guggenheim, and The men are drilled in military tacothers.
tics.
soa-'ian-

Aiuer-t.ins-

$10,000,-Outi.ilu-

NEW CHAIRMEN

FROM COLORADO

Keating and Taylor Draw Jobs as
Committee Heads in House.
Washington. The House met under
tii. new organization eomideted hv
the Democrats with a few changes in
from the
committee chairmanships
arrangement in the last Congress.
Tin! Democrats retained their majorities in all committees, but gave the
Republicans one more place on the
more important committees. The committees for which new chairmen were
named are: Utiles, Pou, North Carolina; rivers and harbors, Small, North
Carolina; Indian affairs, Carter, Oklahoma: labor. .Maber. New York; education. Sears, Florida; patents, Smith,
New York; claims, Stephens, Missis
.
sippi: railways and canals, Mruek-nerNew York; irrigation,
Taylor,
Colorado; accounts, Park, Georgia;
mileage, Dill. Washington; elections,
No.
,
Wilson, Ixmisiana; elections,
No. 3, Watson, Virginia; expenditures
(in t lie various executive depart
mental, war department, Dooling
New York; postoff ices, Keating. Colo
rado; interior, Hastings, Oklahoma,
Enthusiasm Greets Wilson Speech.
London, April 4. President Wilson's message aligning the United
States wi.h the nations fighting
against Germany was warmly welcomed and unanimously acclaimed by
the British people. They recognize
that no decision with a weightier Influence upon the result of the world
struggle has been given since Great
Britain, after a few days of consideration, resolved to march wit France.
has so
No news of the last yei
stirred the country, save only the
Russian revolution.
British Capture Town Near Arras.
London, April 4. Prolonged fighting for the village of
southeast of Arras, has ended
in the capture of the place by the
British, according to the official report. Maissemy, northwest of St
Quentln, and Ronssoy wood, farther to
the north,' also have been occupied.
The British occupied the village of
Maissemy, northwest of SL Quentln,
while a German counter-attacagainst
was repulsed
Templeux
with heavy casualties.
k

PLEDGE LOYALTY

LINE OF GENE. FRENCH'3 RETREAT FROM MONS SCENE OF
TERRIFIC FIGHTING.

CHANCELLOR'S SPEECH.

BY GERMANY.

WILSON MAY USE DRAFT

London.-

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

COUNT VON CZERNIN'S PLAN FOR
CONFERENCE MAY BE AP-

TVeati--

TEN THOUSAND

FRONTLOSTIN'14

ENDS PEACE HOPE

BAK PEACE MOVE
PROVED

BRITISH RETAKE

r'"f sZrti'1 4f,Afe.

Danish West Indies Transferred.
Washington. The Danish West Indies were formally transferred to the
United States on payment of a treasury warrant for $2.",(itm,000 to Minister Brun of Denmark.
Wheat Economy Urged Upon U. 3.
Washington. A suggestion that the
American millers might render a great
public service in the campaign to
a war shortage of food by converting into flour a greater percentage of milled wheat was made In an
,
authorised statement by Carl
assistant secretary of agriculture, made public here. "No step could
do as much to increase our food supply Immediately," wrote Mr. Vroo-ma"as to put the nation on a 'war
bread' basis."
pro-ve-

Vroo-man-

Gold Holdings Greatest in History.
Washington. Gold holdings of the

United States treasury Monday were
the greatest in the world's history.
The total value of the coin and bullion in the vaults was $3,044,309,292.

Federal Employed Discharged.
Washington. The War Department
Monday ordered that members of the
National guard who are government
employes or who are employed by private contractors on government work
for the army or navy be discharged
from military service.
Extra Dividend Declared.
The Miami Copper
New York.
Company declared an extra dividend
of $1 a share in addition to a quarterly
dividend of $1.50.

Postmasters Under Civil Service.
Bigger Force for Canal Zone Guard.
Washington."--PresideWilson has
Washington. Strengthening of the
military forces in the Panama canal signed an order placing all postmaszone was ordered by the War Depart- ters of the first, second and third
ment and a board of officers named to class under the civil service rules.
report upon organizing civilian emPolice Arrest Fifty-Siployes in the canal zone for military
Detroit, Mich. Police raids resultdefense purposes.
arrests for violation of
ed In fifty-siAsked to Withdraw Italian Troops. the liquor and gambling laws Sunday.
Amsterdam. Greece In an official
note to Italy has demanded the imme- Vermont House Vote Million for War.
Montpelier, VL The House passed,
diate withdrawal of Italian troops from
Epinis to Avloma, according to an Ath- nnder auapension of the rules, a
ena dlsnfttch.
military appropriation bill.
nt
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OFFICIAL AND EDUCATOR, PRIEST
AND RABBI JOIN IN PATRIOTIC
OUTBURST.

MORE SHIPS ARE SUNK TO FIGHT FOR LIBERTY
ADJOINING
VILLAGES
SEVEN
HINDENBURG LINE CAPTURED
BY BRITISH.

UNIVERSAL MILITARY TRAINING
DEMANDED BY THOUSANDS AT
DENVER AUDITORIUM.

London. Dispatches from British
correspondents on the western front
HENRY CABOT LODGE
report that the Germans have deRecent portrait of the veteran stroyed a large part of St. Quentln by
United States ssnator from Masiacnu fire and explosives. They add that
setts.
the Germans have looted all the
treasures from private houses, museums and picture galleries. It is beGUARDS
CALL OUT MORE
lieved, according to these advicea,
that (he cathedral up to the present
has not been damaged. The British
TO PROTECT PLANTS AND STRAT- have captured Croisilles after a desEGIC POINTS.
perate defense by the Germans.
Total of 60,000 Militiamen Now Called
Into Service New Mexico Company Mustered Out.
UVsiern Newiqiiiiier

l'ni"ii

Sirvlre.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

sE.vriMKvr op

Washington, April 3. The War Department Saturday called into the federal service for purpose of police protection about 7,0'iu additional national
guardsmen.
five
from
National Guardsmen
slates and the District of Columbia
lire uffected by the order, bringing
up to nearly GO, 000 the number who
have been summoned for police protection to industrial plants and other
strategic points.
At the same time the War Department ordered thai the First New Mexico militia infantry, which never has
attained tho National Guard status required under the new defense act, be
mustered out of the feder .l service.
While the official explanation was
that the national guardsmen ordered
out were required
for police protection it was assumed that the
Texas organizations probably would
be used for border protection, relieving approximately an equal number of
regulars for duty elsewhere.
The organizations named in the orders include:
Oklahoma First regiment infantry.
Louisiana First regiment infantry.
District of Columbia Third regiment infantry.
Texas Second, Third and fourth
infantries and the First separate
London. British troops have cap
squadron of cavalry.
tured the villages of Ruyalcourt, Sorel
Arkansas First regiment infantry.
and Fins, between Bertin-courSecond, Fifth,
Rhode Island
and Roisel, on the front In
of
Twelfth and Fifteenth companies
France, according to tho official
coast artillery, equipped as infantry. statement
from British headquarters.
A German attack upon British posiLODGE FLOORSABUSIVEPACIFIST
,
it
tions south of
Despite Senators 67 Years, He Knocks is added, was driven off with loss.
Out Bannwart.
A personal encounter
Paris. Tho French troops In ChamWashington.
between Senator Lodge of Massachu- pagne in a counter attack have exsetts and Alexander Bannwart of Dor- pelled the Germans from positions
chester, Mass., in which the senator they captured there March 28 accordknocked his opponent down, occurred ing to the French official communication. North of the Sonime and bein the corridors of the capltol.
Bannwart, with the Rev. Paul Har- tween the Sonime and the Oise the
ris Drake of Christ church, Dorches- Germans bombarded French positions.
ter, and several other men and womUnseat Kaiser, Cry of Russians.
en of pacifist delegations, called SenLondon, April 3. The German Emator Lodge to the door of his committee room and asked him to vole peror and Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollwewere bitterly denounced by
against a declaration of war with Germany. Senator Lodge replied that if Deputy Skabeloff, vice president of the
President Wilson asked for such a council of workmen, soldiers and deledeclaration he certainly would sup- gates, during a demonstration in front
of the Duma building, according to a
port it.
"That is cowardice," retorted one of Petrograd dispatch to Reuter. Deputy
Skabeloff, addressing the thousands ol
the group.
"National degeneracy is worse than soldiers and civilians who took part in
"To the
said:
cowardice," replied the Massachusetts the demonstration,
hypocritical greeting sent the Russian
senator.
"You are a coward," said Bannwart. revolutionists by Wilhelm and Beth"You are a liar," retorted Lodge. mann, we can only reply with the
We can not shake hands
Bannwart advanced and struck the bayonet.
senator, who then, despite his 07 with the Gorman people until they
years, launched a blow that sent Bann- have rid themselves of the cursed
and Bethmann."
wart sprawling on the hard tiles of
the corridor.
Tucson Home Guard Formed.
After Senator Lodge finished with
Tucson, Ariz. Six hundred memthe pacifist, David B. Herman of this
city stepped in and, according to spec- bers of the Tucson Rifle Club were
tators, puinmeled Bannwart, cutting accepted by Mayor Parker as a home
several gashes in his forehead and guard and placed under the command
of Sheriff Rye Miles and Chief of Pospreading blood over his face.
lice Frank T. nailey as the result of
Mexicans Cross International Bridge. a conference of leading citizens of the
El Paso, April 3. A total of 12,742 city called as a committee of safety
niore Mexicans crossed the interna- by the mayor following the conclusion
tional bridge here during the past of a patriotic parade. About 7,000,
fourteen days than returned to Mexthe total population of the
ico, according to official reports to city, marched in the parade, bearing
government agents. The unusual num- American flags, automobiles being
ber of Mexicans, a majority of whom barred.
were men, has caused an investigation
of reports that Mexicans were being
Turnverein Cadets Loyal to U. 8.
sent to El Paso and the border from
New York. Pledges of loyalty and
the interior of Mexico by German indorsement
of universal military
agents and were to be used in rioting training have been sent to President
along the American side of the border Wilson by the cadets of the New York
in the event of a break with Germany. Turnverein.
Urges Production of Great Crop.
New Peace Offer 8een by Holland.
Des, Moines, Iowa. In a special ad
The Hague, Netherlands. The interdress to a joint session of the Iowa
House and Senate, Governor Harding view with Count Czernin, the Austro- called on the Legislature and through Hungarian foreign minister, printed in
Fremdenblatt of Vithem the people of Iowa to cooperate the
during the coming season in the enna and republished here, caused an
"Christ-likwork of feeding the hun- unusual sensation in the Dutch press.
gry of the world." He asked that every The remarks of Count Czernin are geneffort be made to produce a record erally interpreted in Holland as being
crop next fall for the reason that a new peace proposal for a general
"never before in the memory of any conference of all the belligerents withliving man has there been such a uni- out interruption of hostilities, and the
versal demand for food and such a enabling of conversations without the
universal lack of it"
loss of military or political advantage.
Sniith-Dorrien'- s

,

t

Neuville-Bourjenval-

-

one-thir-

semi-offici-

e

Russian Workers Ask German Revolt.
Petrograd. An appeal to the workmen of tne German and Austrian coalition to rise against the imperial authority and to establish their freedom,
says the Petrograd Telegraph agency
(The Russian official news agency),
was launched at a mass meeting of
workmen, soldiers and deputies held
at the Duma.

German Socialists Demand Republic
3. There
were
London,
April
stormy scenes In the Reichstag Friday, according to a Reuter dispatch
from Amsterdam, when Socialist deputies foreshadowed the establishment
of a republic and demanded that the
Reichstag have larger powers in the
foreign policy. Dr. Eduard David, the
Socialist leader, is quoted by the CoMcAdoo'a Sona Volunteer.
logne Gazette as saying: "My party
Washington.
Secretary McAdoo'a has addressed an appeal to foreign
three sons have volunteered for serv- Socialists for peace without annexe
It has keen rejected
ice la the naval reserve la case of war. Uon.

DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
Steers (pulp fed), good to
?10.2511.60
choice
Steers (pulp fed), fair to
good

9.5010.25

good

8.75

Steers (hay fed), good to
10.0010.00
choice
Steers (hay fed), fair to
8.25
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed), good to
8.25
choice
Cows (pulp fed), fair to
7.25
good
Cows (hay fed), good ... 8.00
6.75
Cows (hay fed), fair
Cows, cannors and cutters. 4.50

....

si'kakkrs that
THOUSANDS .

BTIKRHU
We meet, not to draw the reddened sword of vengeance, but to
unsheathe the shining sword of
J. u'Donnell.
justice. Thomas
President Wilson 1ms said he
wants to feel the nation's pulse, so
let the voice of Colorado be heard,
on, lead on,
calling to him: "Leadsons
of ColoThe
our President.
rado follow." Father liugh L.

London, April 3. Seven villages adjoining the llindenburg line fell to the
British Saturday, two of them just
southwest of Arras op the road to
Camhrai, and five of them, including
the Important center of V'ermand, facing St. Quentln from the West.
Occupying Vernmnd, the British are
once more back on the road of Sir
memorable retreat
John French's
fiom Mons, when the "First hundred
thousand" were thrust from Belgium
and almost cut to pieces. It was at
Vermand that the Eighth brigade
halted after the battle of Lecateau,
command
where Gen.
was shattered, but not quite broken,
by Von Kluck.
German raider in South Atlanlic
has captured eleven enemy ships and
sunk them, according to 285 prisoners
landed at Hio Janeiro.
Several Americans reported killed
on the Snowden and the Crispin, sunk
without warning by a submarine.
Germans report victory in Bystritza
valley near Hungarian-Rumaniataking 273 prisoners.
British frustrate Turkish envelop
ing movement near Deltawah, thirty-fivmiles north of Bagdad. Turkish
attacks near Erzingan repulsed.
Rome reports repulse of heavy Aus
trian attacks near Gorizia. Violent
artillery activity continues on the Cor
so front.
Two allied biplanes brought down by
Teutons in Macedonia, according tc
Berlin statement.

Western Newapaper Union News Service.

Hogs.

Cood

May those have scant sympathy
who would see our nation unprepared to fight the buttle of mankind. Illshop Irving 1'. Johnson.
As chief executive of this proud
commonwealth I hereby pledge
every power at the disposal of the
state government to the loyal support of our AJresldent. Governor

Wethers
Yearlings
Lambs
Ewes . .

Julius C. Gunter.
When war breaks and, in my
It already has brokenIt
opinion,
must oo waged with every resource
of men nnd money the country affords.
president Livingston
University of Colorado.
Not until we have been conquered
in open war will we ullow any ruler or combination of rulers to dictate to us our national policies.
The Kev. Charles U Mead.
Save our country. O Gud, against
the folly of being unprepared
against the attacks of our enemies. Hnbbl William S. Friedman,
Far-ran-

9.10
8.00
8.75
8.00
6.00

10.5012.75
Veal calves
8.2G
6.25
Bulls
Feeders and stockers, good
9.85
8.75
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
8.75
7.75
to good
Feeders and stockers, com7.50
6.50
mon to fair

I want no war, but if war must
come tu preserve our honor, then
VV.
It Is my war. Mayor Kober
fcipcer.

9.75
9.50

hogs
Sheep.

fl4.4015.15
$11.2512.00
12.5013.25
13.9014.65
11.00

11.65

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. 13., Denver, Carload Price.
Hay.

Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton.18.0019.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 16.0017.00
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton.. 1C.0017.00
20.00 21.00
Timothy, per ton
14.0U16.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, ch., per ton. 20.0021.0O
Gunnison Valley, per ton 18.0019.00
4.00
5.00
Straw, per ton

Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbs., buying. $3.22
Colo., bulk, 100 lbs., buying. 2.50
Denver, April 3. The challenge of Rye,
Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.. 2.10
Oats,
men
and Colorado
war was answered by 10,000
2.10
oats, bulk, buying
2.50
women of Denver and Colorado in the Corn chop, sack, selling
2.47
Auditorium Saturday
They Corn in sack, selling
tight.
sellluit lbs.,
rose, 10,000 of them, representing Bran, Colorado, per
ing
every class and condition of Colorado's
million people, to urge upon the naFlour.
4.65
tion universal military training and Hungarian Patent
upon Congress "the full Bupport to
$ Dressed Poultry.
every step that may be taken by the
Less 10 Per Cent Commission.
to vindicate the naadministration
28
2(i
Turkeys, fancy D. P
tional honor and the national right." Turkeys, old toms
22
20
18
17
They declared that Germany had Turkeys, choice
21
22
"committed acts of war against the Hens, fancy
-0
United States." These sentiments, em- Springs, lb
20
16
bodied In a resolution forwarded to Ducks, young
20
16
Geese
Washington, carried with them a Roosters
10
the
and
from
service
pledge of loyalty
West. Church joined with state, law
Live Poultry,
with education in urging war, if war
The following prices on live poultry
becomes necessary to carry out the are net F. O. B. Denver:
19
17
principles to which the United States Hens, fancy, lb
22
20
has committed herself. An Episcopal Springs, lb
12
10
priest, a Prot- Stags, lb
bishop, a
09
estant pastor, a Jewish rabbi, the Roosters
22
20
10
lbs. or over....
president of a great university, an edu- Turkeys,
19
17
cator of international prominence, a Ducks, young
16
15
Geese
two
a
and
mayor,
lawyers
governor,
lines
combined to draw in crean-cu- t
Eggs.
the picture of the world crisis and
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
the duty of this country.
31
Denver
From the moment Ralph W. Smith, Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F. O. B.
24
Denver
executive chairman, called the meeting to order until Rabbi William S. Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
less commission
$8.75 8.90
Friedman closed with his prayer for
unenthusiasm
the
grew
benediction,
Butter.
til the people stood and cheered wild43
ex. 1st grade, lb..
of
flags and Creameries,
ly, waved thousands
40
lb
2d
Creameries,
grade,
shouted themselves hoarse.
3G37
Process
29 30
They cheered T. J. O'Donnell, prin- Packing Btock (net)
cipal speaker of the evening, who
Fruit.
urged that the American flag be carried to the battle lines in France and Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . .$1.00 3.00
"wave ahead of a legion in pursuit of Pears, Colo., winter, box... 2.503.0O
the helmetcd invader as ho recrosses
Vegetables.
his own frontier, his back turned to$3.50 4.00
Beets, cwt
ward tho banners of democracy."
1.502.00
Carrots, cwt
10
.12
They cheeped as each speaker de- Cauliflower, lb
that the Celery, Pascal, hgr. doz... .30 .50
nounced the suggestion
.25
United States back down from her Onions, table, doz
7.5010.00
Onions, cwt
avowed position in this crisis.
4.50
3.50
Potatoes, cwt
They cheered loudly when Russia
was welcomed into the fold of democMISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
racies. They rose and cheered again
when the Fort Logan military band
Prices for Metals.
broke into the strains of the "MarseilaBked.
York.
New
Lead,
laise" at the close of a plea for France.
Copper Casting brand, $30.624.
move
toward
looked
prethat
Every
London. Bar silver, 36
per
paredness, every utterance that con- ounce.
of
tained the spirit
fighting against
St. Louis. Spelter, $10.00.
violations of the nation a rights, met
with united, unanimous, complete supBoulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
port. Not a pacifist voice was raised, per cent, $17.00 per unit. Crude ores,
CO
per cent, $15.00; 25 per cent, $9.40
not a protest was heard.
12.00; 10 per cent, $S.7010.00 per
unit.
Pueblo, Colo. Patriotic enthusiasm
and repeated pledges of loyalty to the
Price of Linseed.
United States in the war crisis marked
Duluth. Linseed On track and to
a demonstration
participated in by
more than 25,000 residents of Pueblo arrive, $2.98; May, $2.98 bid; July,
Sunday. A parade four miles long, $2.99.
which included citizens of thirty naButter, Eggs and Poultry.
tionalities, and a program of speeches
Butter
Creamery,
Chicago.
court
the
house
lawn
3n the
brought
43c.
celebration to a climax in an outburst
ordinary
Eggs Firsts,
at patriotic feeling. Conservative es- firsts,
at mark, cases intimates placed the number of march- cluded, 2730c.
ers at 15,000.
Poultry Fowls, 24c; springs, 24c.
Patriotic demonstrations at which
Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
loyalty to the nation and the President
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, $15.1015.30;
was pledged were held Saturday night
mixed, $14.75
$14.5015.30;
at Chicago, Philadelphia and Pitts- light,
15.35;
heavy, $14.60 15.40; rough,
burg and many other cities. The Phlhv $14.G014.75; pigs, $10.5014.10.
Cattle Native beef cattle, $9.10
delphia meeting was attended with
significance by being held in the 12.95; stockers and feeders, $7.00
historic Independence square. New 9.80; cows and heifers, $5.5010.75;
fork's patriotic meeting was held a calves, $9.50 14.00. .
12.85 ;
$10.60
Wethers,
Sheep
week ago.
ewes, $5.00lz.oo; lambs, $12.0
15.40.
Chinese Recognize New Russia.
Peking. The Chinese government
Elgin Butter.
has recognized the new government
Elgin, M. Butter Twenty tubs at
in Russia,
43c.
black-robe-

9c

2929c;

3030c;

1

ad-le- d

Austria Ready to Make Peace.
A Vienna
Amsterdam.
dispatch
quotes Count Czernin, the
foreign minister, as aaying
in an interview with the Fremsen-blat- t
that the entente could conclude
an honorable peace with the central
powers at any time and that the proposal of the central empire for a
peace conference still holds good.
"We are not going to be destroyed;
but neither do we wish to destroy,"
Count Csernln is quoted as declaring.
"Our fronts are stronger than ever.

Austro-Hungaria- n

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. WTieat No. 3 red. $2.08
2.10; No. 2 hard, $2.072.11; No. t
hard. $2.06tt2.06.
Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.241.25;
No. 3 yellow, $1.23 1.2414; No. 4 yellow, $1.22H1231)4.
Oats No. 3 white, 66674c; standard, 67067KC.
Barley $1.0801.36.
Timothy $4,005.75.

Clorer

$12.00 & 18.00.

Pork $34.75.
Lard $20.27020.35.
Elbe $18.2018.50.

fare against commerce is a warfare
against mankind. It is a war
against all nations. American shipB
have been sunk, American lives taken.
In ways which it has stirred us very
deeply to learn of, but the ships and

that it will be your pleasure to lsh designs of a government that did
deal with them as having been framed what it pleased and told its people
after very careful thought by the nothing.
But they have played their part in
branch of the government upon which
the responsibility ot conducting the Bervlng to convince us at last that
war and safeguarding the nation will that government entertains no real
people of other neutral and friendly most directly fall.
friendship for us and means to act
nations have been sunk and over- Would Vindicate Principle of Justice. against our people and security at its
same
whelmed in the waters in the
While we do these things, these convenience.
That It means to Btlr up enemies
way. There has been no discriminadeeply momentous things, let us be
tion. The challenge is to all mankind. very clear and make very clear to all against us at our very doors, the in
Each nation must decide for itself the world what our motives and our tercepted note to the German minisCongress War Declaration Called how it will meet it. The choice we objects are. My own thought has ter at Mexico City is eloquent
make for ourselves must be made with not been driven from Its habitual and
for by the President in
a consideration of counsel and a
normal course by the unhappy events
Fight That World May Be Safe.
of Judgment befitting, our of the last two months, and I do not
We are accepting this challenge of
Address.
character and our natives as a na- believe that the thought of the nation hostile purpose
because we know that
tion.
has been altered or clouded by them.
In such a government, following such
1 have
in
We must put excited feeling away.
same
the
things
exactly
methods, we can never have a friend,
Our motive will not be revenge or the mind now that I had in mind when I and that in the presence of its
or
URGE ARMY OF
victorious assertion of the physical addressed the Senate on the 22nd of ganized power, always
lying in wait
might of the nation, but only the vin- January last; the same that I bad in to accomplish we know not what pur
dication of right, of human right, of mind when I addressed the Congress pose, there be no assured security for
which we are only a single champion. on the 3rd of February and on the 20th the democratic governments of the
When I addressed the Congtess on of February.
Brands Germany's Course as Warworld.
last I
of
the twenty-sixtOur object, now, as then, is to vinWe are now about to accept the
fare Against All Mankind that thought that it wouldFebruary
suffice to as- dicate the principles of peace and
ot battle with this natural foe
our justice in the life of the world as gauge
our
with
sert
arms,
neutral
rights
to
U. S. Will Not Tolerate.
liberty and shall, if necessary,
right to use the seas against unlaw- against selfish and autocratic power spend
the whole force of the nation
ful Interference, our right to keep our and to set up amongst the really free to check and
nullify its pretensions
violence.
unlawful
safe
people
against
and
of the world and Its power.
But armed neutrality, It now ap- such a concert of peoples
acpurpose and of
HUGE INCREASE IN THE NAVY
We are
now that we see the
pears, is impractical. Because subma- tion as will henceforth insure the ob- facts with glad,
no veil of false pretense
rines are in effect outlaws when used servance of these principles.
about them, to fight thus for the ultl
as the German submarines have been
Neutrality is no longer feasible or mate peace of the world und for the
shipping, it is desirable where the peace of the liberation
Declares That War Must Be Against used againsttomerchant
of its people, the German
defend ships against world is involved and the freedom of
Impossible
Berlin Government and Not the their
peoples Included; for the rights of naattacks as the law of nations its peoples, and the menace to that tions
great and small and the privi
- German People and Asserts United has assumed that merchantmen would
peace and freedom lies in the exist- lege of men everywhere to choose
defend
themselves
against
privateers
World
ence
Guard
Must
States
of
autocratic
Liberty.
governments their way of life anil of obedience,
or cruisers, visible craft giving chase backed by organized force which is The
world must bo made safe for desea.
the
upon
open
controlled
their
by
will, not by
wholly
Western Newspaper Union Newg Service.
Its peace must be planted
It Is common prudence in such cir- the will of their people. We have mocracy.
upon the trusted foundations of politPresident cumstances, grim necessity Indeed, to seen the last of
Washington, "April 3.
in such ical liberty.
neutrality
Wilson addressee a joint seslon of endeavor to destroy them before they circumstances.
We have no selfish ends to serve.
Congress last night, starting at 8:35. have shown their own intention. They Quarrel with Government, Not People. We desire
no conquest, no dominion
He characterized the "present Ger- must be dealt with upon sight, if
We are at the beginning of an age We seek no indemnities
for ourselves,
in which it will be insisted that the no
man submarine warfare as a warfare dealt with at all.
material compensation for tho sac
Ineffectual.
reProved
Armed
same
of
of
standards
conduct
and
Neutrality
against mankind."
rifices we shall freely make. We are
The German government denies the sponsibility for wrong done shall be but one of the champions of the rights
"I advise," he continued, "that the
observed
all
the
govto
nations
arms
at
and
use
of
neutrals
among
of mankind.
We shall be satisfied
Congress declare the recent course of right
it ernments that are observed among when those rights have been as secure
the German government to be In fact within the areas of thein sea which
the defense the individual citizens of civilized as tho faith and the freedom of tho
even
has
proscribed,
nothing less than war against the gov- of rights which, no modern publicist states.
nations can make them.
ernment and people of the United lias" ever before questioned their right
We have no quarrel with the GerJust because we fight without ranStates and that it formally accept the to defend. The Intimation is con- man people. We have no feeling cour
selfish objects, seek
status of the belligerent which has veyed that the armed guards which toward them but one of sympathy and ing and without
for ourselves but what we
thus been thrust upon it and employ we ha'o placed on our merchant friendship. It was not upon their im- shallnothing
wish to share as free peoples,
all of its resources to bring the gov- ships will b treated as beyond the pulse that their government acted in we shall, I feel confident, conduct
our
ernment of Germany to terms and to pale ot law and subject to be dealt entering this war. It was not with operations as belligerents without pas
their previous knowledge or approval. sion and ourselves observe with
with as pirates would be.
end the war."
proud
Ineffectual It was a War, determined upon as
is
Armed neutrality
Full Text of Message.
punctiliousness the principles of right
circumstances and wars used to be determined on in and
in
at
best;
of
we
fair
to
be
folplay
The address of the President
profess
in the face of such pretensions it is the old unhappy days when peoples
for.
lows:
worse than ineffectual; it is likely were nowhere consulted by their lighting
I have said nothing of the governGentlemen of the Congress I have to produce what It was meant rulers and wars were provoked and
railed the Congress Into extraordi- to prevent; it is practically certain waged in the interest of dynasties ments allied with the imperial gov
of Germany because they
nary session because there are ser- to draw us into the war without or of little groups of ambitious men ernment
ious very serious choices of policy either the rights or the effectiveness who were accustomed to use their have not made war upon us or chal
us
to defend our right and our
lenged
to be made, and made immediately, of belligerents.
fellow men as pawns and tools.
govern
which it was neither right nor constiSelf governed nations do not fill honor. The
There is one choice we cannot make,
ment
has, Indeed, avowed its unqualtutionally permissible that I should as- we are incapable of making. We will their neighbor states with spies or ified indorsement
anil
acceptance
sume the responsibility of making.
not choose the path of submission set the course of intrigue to bring lie reckless and lawless sulmiariniof
offiOn the 3rd of February last
and suffer the most sacred rights of about some critical posture of affairs warfare
now without disguise
cially laid before you the extraordi our nation and our people to be ig- which will give them an opportunity by the adopted German
imperial
government,
of
German
the
announcement
nary
nored or violated. The wrongs agfetnst to strike and make conquest. Such and it has
not been possigovernment that on and after the 1st which we now array ourselves are not designs can be successfully worked ble for thistherefore
government to receive
of February It was its purpcie to put common wrongs; they cut to the very only under cover, and whore no one
Count Tarnowskl, the' ambassador re
aside all restraints of law or of hu- roots of human life.
has the right to ask questions.
accredited to this government
With a profound sense of the solmanity and use Its submarines to sink
Cunningly contrived plans of decep- cently
by the Imperial and royal government
every vessel that sought to approach emn and even tragical character of tion or aggression, curried, it may of
Hungary; but lhat governeither the ports of Great Britain or the step I am taking and Ot the grave be from generation to generation, can mentAuslro
engaged in warIreland or the western coasts of responsibilities which it involves, nut be worked out and kept from the fare has not actually
citizens of lie United
uguinst
I
of
or
controlled
the
to
what
within
of
the privacy
in unhesitating obedience
Burope,
any
ports
light only
Slates on the seas, and I take the lib
by the enemies of Germany within deem my constitutional duty, I advise courts or behind the carefully guard- erty, for the present nt least, of postthe Mediterranean.
that the Congress declare the recent ed confidences of a narrow and
a decision of our relations with
That had seemed the object of the course of the German government to
class. They are happily im- poning
the authorities at Vienna. We enter
German submarine warfare earlier in be In fact nothing less than war possible where public opinion com- this war
wher we are clearly
the war, but since April of last year against the government and people of mands and insists upon full infor- forced intoonly
it becauso there are no
someGerman
had
the
government
the United States; that it formally mation concerning all tho nations' other means of defending our rights.
what restrained the commanders of accept the status of belligerent which affuirs.
It will be all the easier for us to
its undersea craft in conformity with has thus been thrust upon It, and that Sees New Hope In Russian Revolt. conduct
ourselves as belligerents in a
its promise then given to us that pas- it take Immediate steps not only to A steadfast concert for
peace can high spirit of r'ght and fairness besenger boats should not be sunk and put the country on a more thorough never be maintained
except by a part- cause we act without animus, not In
that due warning be given to all other state of defense, but also to exert all its
nership of democratic nations. No enmity towards a peoplo or with the
vessels which its submarines might power and employ all its resources to autocratic
could
be desire to bring any injury or disadgovernment
seek to destroy, when no resistance bring the government of the German
trusted to keep faith within it or ob- vantage upon them, but only in armed
was offered or escape attempted and empire to terms and end the war.
serve its covenants. It must be a opposition to an irresponsible governcare taken that their crews were
With Allies.
Advises
league of honor, a partnership of ment which has thrown aside all congiven at least a fair chance to save
sideration of humanity and of right
What this will involve is clear. It opinion.
their Uvea in their open boats.
coIntrigue would eat its vitals away; and is running amuck.
The precautions taken were meager will involve the utmost practicable
the plotting
of inner circles who
We are, let me say again, the sinand haphazard enough, as was proved operation in counsel and action with
could plan what they would and ren- cere frionds of the German people,
in distressing instance after instance the governments now at war with Gerexand
account
no
to
shall desire nothing so much as
ono woull be a
der
in the program of; the cruel and un- many, and, as Incident to that, the
tension to those governments of the corruption seated at its very heart. the early establishment of intimate
manly business, but a certain degree most liberal financial
of mutual advantage between
relations
in
free
can
order
hold
their
Only
credits,
purpeoples
of restraint was "Observed.
that our resources may, so far as pos- pose and their honor steady to a us however hard it may be for them
All Restrictions Now Cast Aside.
common end and prefer the Interests to believe that this Is spoken from
The new policy has swept every re- sible, be added to theirs.
It will involve the organization and of mankind to any narrow interest of our hearts.
striction aside. Vessels of every kind, mobilization
We have borne with their present
retheir own.
of all the material
whatever their flag,' their character, sources
Does not every American feel that government through all these bitter
to
the
of
the
country
supply
ertheir cargo, their "destination, their
materials of war and serve the Inci- assurance has been added to our hope months because of that friendship
rand, have been ruthlessly sent to the dental needs of the nation in the most for the future peace of the
world by exercising a patience and forbearance
bottom without warning and without
and yet the most economi- the wonderful and heartening thing? which would otherwise have been Imabundant,
of
for
those
help
or.mercy
thought
that have been happening within the possible.
on board, the vessels of friendly neu- cal and efficient way possible.
We shall, happily, still have an opIt will Involve the immediate full last few weeks in Russia?
trals along with those of belligerents.
Russia was known by those who portunity to prove that friendship In
the
all
in
of
navy
respects,
equipment
Even hospital ships and ships carrybut particularly in supplying It with knew it best to have been always In our daily attitude and actions towards
ing relief to the sorely bereaved and the best
means of dealing with the en fact democratic at heart, In all tho the millions of men and women of
of
stricken people
Belgium, though
vital habits of her thought, in all the German birth and native sympathy
submarines.
the ' latter were provided with safe emy's
It will involve the immediate addi intimate relationships of her people who live amongst us and share our
conduct through the proscribed areas
tion to the armed forces of the United mat spoKe tlielr natural instinct, their life, and we shall be proud to prove It
towards all who are in fact loyal to
by the German government itself, and States
already provided for by law in habitual attitude towards life.
were distinguished by unmistakable
neighbors and to the government
thejr
The
of
case
least
at
that
crowned
who
the
autocracy
war,
men,
500,000
marks of identity, have been sunk
in the hour of test.
summit
of
her
in
be
chosen
political
should,
my
structure,
upon
opinion,
long
comwith the same reckless lack bf
They are, most of them, as true and
the principle of universal liability to as it had stood and terrible as was
passion or principle.
the reality of its power, was not in loyal Americans as If they had never
I was for a little while unable to Bervlce, and also the authorization of
known
any other fealty or allegiance.
increments of fact Russian in origin, character or
believe that such things would in fact subsequent additional
will be prompt to stand with us
as they may be purpose; and now it has been shaken They
In
be done by any government that had equa. tarce so soon
rebuking and restraining the few
off and the great, generous Russian
wno may be of a different mind and
hitherto subscribed to the humane needed and can be handled in train people have
been
added
in
all
their
ing.
practices of civilized nations. InterIt will involve, of course, the grant native majesty and might to the forces purpose.
national law had its origin in the at
If there should bo disloyalty, it will
of adequate credits to the govern that are fighting for freedom in the be
ing
to
some
which
set
dealt with with a firm hand of
law,
up
tempt
sustained, I hope, so far as they world, for justice and for peace. Here stern repression; but. If It lifts its
would be respected and observed upon ments,
is a fit partner for a league of honor.
head at all, it will lift it only here and
the seas, where no nation had right of can equitably be sustained, by the
Plots Aimed at Unity of America.
by
there and without countenance except
dominion and where lay the free high- present generation,
I say sustained so far as
One of the things that has served from a lawless
and malignant few.
ways of the world. By painful stage taxation.
to
convince
us
be
taxation
aubecause
that
the
may
by
equitable
Prussian
It is a distressing and oppressive
after stage, has that law been built it seems to me
was
not
it
be
and
would
most
that
could
tocracy
never
be
ingentlemen of the Congress,
up with meager enough results,
unwise to base the credits which will our friend is that from the very out- duty,
which I have
in thus addeed, after all was accomplished that now
be necessary entirely on money set of the present war it has filled dressing you. performed
could be accomplished, but always
There are, it may be,
our
borrowed.
unsuspecting communities and many months of
with a clear view,, at least, of what
trial and sacrimost respectfully even our offices of government with fice ahead of us. fiery
It is our duty,
the heart and conscience of mankind
It is a fearful thing
and
to
set
our
criminal
so
spies
urge,
as
far
protect
Intrigues every- to lead this
people
demanded.
peaceful country
where afoot against our national unity Into war, intogreat,
This minimum of right the Ger- we may against the very serious hard- of
the most terrible and
our
and
evils
within
which
withcouncil,
be
and
would
peace
ships
disastrous
unof
likely
all
man government has swept aside
wars, civilization
arise out of the inflation which out, our industries and our commerce. itself seeming to be in the balance.
der the plea of retaliation and ne- to
Indeed it is now evident that its
would
be
vast
loans.
produced
by
But
the
more
no
is
and
had
it
because
weapthan
right
cessity,
here even before the war peace, and we shall precious
ons which it could use at sea except
Duty to Aid Nations Now In Field. spies were
fight for the
is
and
it
matnot
a
began;
unhappily
carried
things which we have
In carrying out the measures by ter of
these, which It is impossible to embut a fact proved nearest our hearts for always
democracy, for
ploy as it is employing them with- which these things are to be accom- in our conjecture,
of
courts
inthe
that
justice,
of
the
those
who submit to aurights
out throwing to the winds all scruples plished we should bear constantly in
trigues which have more than once thority to have a voice in their own
of humanity or of respect for the un- mind the wisdom of interfering as lit- come
near to disturbing the governments, for the
and liberderstandings that were supposed to tle as possible In our own preparation peace perilously
and dislocating the industries of ties of small nations, rights
for a universal
underlie the intercourse of the world. and in the equipment of our own mili- the
have
been
on
country
.at
carried
dominion of right by such a concert
I am pot now thinking of the loss of tary forces with the duty for it will
the
with the support, and or fiee peoples
as shall bring peace
property Involved, immense and ser- be a very practical duty of supplying eveninstigation,
under
the
direction
of
personal
and
safety to all nations and make
ious as that is, but only of the wan- the nations already at war with Ger- oficial
of
the
agents
governImperial
the
world
at
itself
lart free.
ton and wholesale destruction of the many with the materials which they ment accredited to the
To such a task we can dedicate our
government of
lives of
men, women can obtain only from us or by our as- the United States.
lives and our fortunes, everything
and children, engaged in pursuits sistance. They are in the field, and we
Even, in checking these things and that we are and everything that we
which have always, even in the dark- should help them, in every way, to be
to extirpate them we have have with the pride of those who
trying
est periods of modern history, been effective there.
sought to put the most generous inter- know that the day has come when
deemed innocent and legitimate. PropI shall take the liberty of suggestpretations possible upon them because
is privileged to spend her
erty can be paid for; the lives of ing, through the several executive de- we knew that their source lay, not in America
I
and her might for the principeaceful and innocent people cannot partments of the government, for the any hostile feeling or purpose of the lord that
gave her birth and
ples
consideration of your committees, German
towards us (who were, ness and the peace which shehappinas
Kaiser Wages War Against Mankind. measures for the accomplishment of no doubt,people
as
of
them
we
as
ignorant
treasured. God helping her, she can
The present German submarine war the several objects I have mentioned. ourselves
were), but only In the self-- i do no other.
First Armed U. S. Ship Sunk.
Report Bribery Charge Substantiated.)
ably had perished. The Aztec, under Germans Loot and Fire St Quentin.
London. A dispatch from Copen-- J
New York, April 3. The steamship command ot Capt. Walter O'Brien,
London. Dispatches from British
comnagen to tne News says tnat tne
Aztec, first armed American mer- was manned by a crew of thirty-nine- .
correspondents on the western front
mission. Investigating the charges that chant vessel to sail from a port on Seventeen of this number,
including
Russian commanders had been bribed this side of the Atlantic, was sunk the captain, were American citizens.
report that the Germans have deby Germany, has substantiated the re- by a German submarine off an island
stroyed a large part of St. Quentin by
fire and explosives. They add that
port that the commander of Libau re- near Brest, France. The cable mesceived $2,000,000 , from Germany and sage from the American consul at Call More Guards for Police Duty. the Germans have looted all the
the commander of Mittau $1,500,000. Brest to her owners, the Oriental
Washington. The "War Department treasures from private houses, muThe price of the surrender of Kovno Navigation Company, gave no inkling Monday called into the federal serv- seums and
picture galleries. It is beGen. as to the fate of her crew. An Asso- ice the following National
baa not yet- - been ascertained.
guard or- lieved, according to these advices,
reof
ciated
governor
Press dispatch from Paris said, ganizations for police purposes: Sec- that the cathedral np to the
Kuropatkin,
Riga,
present
ceived $8,000,000, nt refused to sur- however, that while some of the men ond West Virginia Infantry, Fourth has not been
. The British
town
sent
the
and
aboard
render
the money
the Altec were rescued, a num- Viriginia Infantry and Battery D, have captured damaged.,
Croisilles after a d asto the government at Petrograd.
ber of them were missing and prob Field artillery, Virginia.
perate defense by the Germans.
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CLARK ELECTED

BUSINESS OF RAISING PUREBRED STOCK

HOUSE SPEAKER

Raising purebred cuttle Is not a busi- he strengthened with each cross end
ness that can he engaged in one year the offspring would much more cerand closed out the next, asserted tainly reproduce the type desired.
"Let us suppose that a breeder has
Frank D. Tomson, editor of the ShortBLIND
REPRESENTATIVE FROM horn in America, in un address before followed this plun and then, through
the Kansas Improved Stock Breeders' luck of judgment, or for some unacMINNESOTA PUTS MISSOUR-lAN'association at the agricultural college countable reason, permitted the use
NAME BEFORE HOUSE.
of a sire widely differing from his esfarm and home week.
"The business of raising purebred tablished type. In so doing he has
stock," said Mr. Tomson, "requires a destroyed the results of years. Now
steady, continuous, persistent applica- let us suppose that an inferior sire,
PLEAS FOR PATRIOTISM tion of thought and purpose. And for representing indifferent blood lines is
this reason the farmers In the British placed in service. We can scarcely,
Isles have uttulued a degree of suc- estimate the damage resulting.
Basis for Breeding.
RESOLUTION DECLARING 8TATE cess that we have scarcely reached in
this country.
"Nothing that one can do as a catOF WAR INTRODUCED
BY
"The making of a pedigree meuns tle breeder will strengthen his posian intelligent selection and muting of tion at the market so much as to furREPRESENTATIVE FLOOD.
types. This Involves some knowledge nish steers that are purebred or at
of the preceding ancestry.
For in- least thut have four or five purebred
Western Newppnper Union News Service.
stance, one would hardly expect a tops. So let the Improved animal, the
President breeder to produce cuttle that would registered animal, be the basis for the
Washington, April 3.
Wilson last night urged Congress, as- reproduce accurately if he used a breeding operations. This is vastly
smoothly finished more Important now than in the early
sembled in joint session, to declare small,
a state of war existing between the sire for one cross and then followed It days when the Improved animal did
United States and Germany, and ad- by an oversized sire of uneven con- not appear at the market in considervocated the organization of an army formation and heavy bone, and con- able numbers.
tinued this plan. The offspring would
"Competition Is keen today In this
of at least 500,000 men, chosen "upon the principlo of universal liability luck uniformity and could not bo re- field and tho man who attempts to
lied upon to reproduce type.
make a success of raising inferior catto service."
The correct method would bo for tle on the assumption that they are
the breeder to form in his mind the profitable will And himself severely
Washington, April 3. While the
the type, that he wished handicapped because cattle of the imHouse was organizing, Representa- conformation,
to
and then select his sire's proved type go to. market In large
tive Flood, chairman of the House ns perpetuateof this
type as possible. numbers and are given the preference
nearly
committee on foreign affairs, introdone this, the pedigree would by the buyers."
duced a joint resolution declaring that Having
a "state of belligerency" exists between the United States and Germany
and asserts that Germany's course Is
"nothing less than war against tho
government and the people of the
United States." The resolution follows:
''Whereas, the recent course of the
German government is in fact nothing less than war against the government and people of the United States,
"Resolved, by the House of Representatives and Senate In Congress assembled, that the state of belligerency
between the United States and the
German government which has thus
been thrust upon the United StateB
Is hereby formally declared, and
"That the President be and ho is
hereby authorized to take immediate steps not only to put this country
in a thorough state of defense, but
also to exert all of its power and employ all of its resources to carry on
war against the German government
BRITISH KNIGHT III, VIGOROUS TYPE OF SHORTHORN.
and to bring the conflict to a successful termination."
This resolution will go to the for
ing them worth just as much ns the
eign affairs committee, together with CARE AND ATTENTION
mule animals.
President Wilson's address on the
This argument wns recently subGIVEN YOUNG CALVES stantiated when one man marketed
subject, and will form the basis for a
war resolution to bu later reported to
n drove nf .'ID head of Angus yearliugs
the House.
19 steers and 11 heifers which sold
Such Work Is Highly Paid For by at $11.40. In the pen the heifers
li ii iked
Washington, April 3. Champ Clark
exactly as good as the steers
Greater Number of Animals
of Missouri was elected speaker of the
und sold right ulong with the bunch,
House of Representatives of the Sixty-fiftSaved From Disease.
it looks like a high price for
Congress, in a session that was
some might think, but being
marked by dramatic incidents from the
A great deal of care and attention the same nge and quality, they were
beginning.
must be given calves during the lirst uble to do us well and mature Into
The vote in the House resulted:
six months, If they are to be reared the proper sort of beef animals.
Clark, 217; Mann, 2n5; Lenront, 2;
It seems heifers In the yearling class
says II. H. Klldee of the
successfully,
2. Two members were recorded
But sell best ; in fact, the larger proporstation.
Minnesota
experiment
present but not voting.
such cure Is well warranted and Is tion of those that ore fed for beef are
Speaker Clark defeated James R. highly paid for by the greater number marketed at such nge. In the feed-lo- t
Mann of Illinois, choice of the Repub- of calves saved from the
It need not be entirely a steer
ravages of
lican caucus, after Representative
scours and other diseases und by their population, becuuse heifers of tho right
Lenroot of Wisconsin, himself the can better
sort should yield as lurge a profit, proquality when they mature.
didate of a minority of the RepublicTo guard against navel Infection, viding they are the same grade as
ans, had challenged the suggestion which so frequently causes the deuth the steers. They will gain just ns fast,
made by Representative Schall of Min of calves, the following method has making their cost of production no
nesota, Progressive
Republican, In proved to be very etllclent:
higher.
placing ciarK in nouimauun, inai ma f Draw liquid from navel cord as soon
The product of this class of stock
situation
existing international
matches up well with steers when
as calf Is born.
that President Wilson be giv
Apply tincture of iodine liberally to killed. Thut Is why packers take them
en a Democratic House organization,
along nt the same prices. Many feedboth Internally und externully.
cord,
as well as Senate, to assume responsi
Dust compound nlum powder on the ers who have a surplus of female
bilities for his policies. Lenroot then cord
calves cash them for veal, but it seems
every few hours for one day.
had seconded the Mann nomination.
Whether the young calf should he more money would be reullzed by fatChamp Clark was escorted Into the left with the cow for a few days or be tening them und cashing for beef inchamber by his opponent, Mann, amid taken away immediately Is a question stead of at the early age.
a storm of cheers from both sides. on which practical dairymen are not
Mann introduced Clark as a patriotic
agreed. In most cases It is the pracrepresentative of Missouri and the na- tice to leave the calf and cow together IT PAYS IN DOLLARS
tion. Responding, Clark spoke for co- for two or three days, so that the calf
operation.
TO BE KIND TO SOWS
may secure the first milk, or colostrum,
Admitting It would be difficult to nt the normal temperature which Is
conduct House affairs otherwise, he quite essential In starting the digestive
declared there must be no partisan system properly. Then, too, the calf Animal Should Be Comfortable at
assists in relieving the inflammation
'
ship.
Farrowing Time, Says Exten- 'Let all the ends we aim at be our in the cow's udder nt this time.
For the first three weeks after the
sion Specialist.
country's and in the accomplishment
of the ends may the God of our fathers cnlf is taken from the dam, It should
be with us ftnd guide us in the way be fed from two to three and
Kindness has an economic value In
which will redound t,o the honor and pounds of whole milk three times a the
bundling of hogs, according to Carl
to
this
be
feed
taken
perpetuity of the greatest republic day. Cure should
I Thompson, specialist in animal husthat ever existed in the flood of time." milk immediately after it is drawn and bandry, division of extensioa, Kansas
calf
Representative Talbott, "father of before it becomes cool. When the
State Agricultural college.
tho House," In so far as length of serv- Is three weeks of nge it must be fed
"The wild sow usually is cross nt
the twice a day und skim milk can gradu- farrowing time," said Mr.
administered
ice is concerned,
Thompson.
u
fur
be
substituted
and
slowly
ally
were
then
Members
to
Clark.
oath
"If she Is terror stricken when the atThree
milk.
whole
of
amount
like
of
to
the
the
well
House
lined up in
comes around she may tramp
more weeks should be used In getting tendant
be sworn in by state groups.
on the pigs.
of
skim
ration
unto
whole
a
calf
the
Four out of 435 members today did
"Most sows need some attention nt
not answer to their names. They were milk. When It reaches the nge of six
time if the weather Is cold.
12
farrowing
to
from
should
be
It
weeks
receiving
Lee, Democrat, Georgia; Capstlck, Reof warm milk n day. Great The pigs may get away from the sow
16
publican, New Jersey; Helgeson, Re- enrepounds
should be taken not to overfeed and will become chilled if not put buck.
publican, North Dakota, and Bleakley,
ns more calves are If the sow is tame it will be an easy
Lee later the calf with milk,
Republican, Pennsylvania.
under- matter to give any assistance neceswas carried Into the chamber on a injured by overfeeding than by
sary. The saving of the litter occafeeding.
Jtretcher In time to vote for Clark.
sionally depends upon prompt nld.
member
Senate
entire
the
Nearly
"Tho sows should be kept In a comship was present when Vice President PROPER HANDLING OF
fortable,
place, so they
Marshall called for order, and after
will not pile up in cold weather. It is
President's
the invocation of the
procHEIFERS AS FEEDERS well to have guard rails In the furrowlamation calling for the extraordinary
ing house, eight Inches from the wall
session was read.
and eight inches from the floor."
Clerk.
Trimble
When Fed Along With Steers Will
South Trimble of Kentucky was re
IDEAL FOWLS FOR BROODING
Make Just as Profitable
elected clerk, defeating William TyYield as Male Animals.
ler Page of Maryland, Republican
Disposition and Weight of Buff Cochin
nominee, 217 to 211; Robert B. GorBantam Make Them Suitable,
don ot Ohio succeeded himself as
neifers that are properly handled
Says Kansas Expert.
sergeant-at-armreceiving 219 votes In the feedlot can be made just us
to 202 for Joseph G. Rogers of
Buff cochin bnntam hens are ideal
good as steers, say some of the cutPennsylvania; Joseph P. Sinnott of tle feeders who are noted for making for brooding, usserts N. L. Harris,
as
was
returned
Virginia
doorkeeper, some of the best stock offered on the superintendent of the poultry plant at
winning from Bert W. Kennedy of markets.
It Is said by killers that the Kansas State Agricultural college.
to
216
211; jWilliam N. DunMichigan,
heifers, when fed along with steers Their tendency toward setting, their
won
the House post- and if of the right quality, will make
bar of Georgia
quiet disposition, and their light
mastership from Lawrence Lyon ot just as good a yield, therefore niak- - weight make them desirable.
Indiana, 217 to 205.
was greeted with
Clark's
Hens Relish Vegetables.
Eggs.
a tumultuous demonstration. The ReThe hens relish cabbage and beets
When hens begin to lay
publicans, bowing' In defeat, joined
heartily in ther generous applause eggs it Is time to ask yourself, "Where particularly. The former, however. Is
mingled with prolonged yells from am I failing to give them the food they not considered a food that onght to be
need?" Don't be satisfied until you fed exclusively on account of the fact
;
Democrats.
can answer that question. Almost al- that the quality of the eggs may be
lowered. Beets and mangles are betways it is due to a lack of
Cuban Rebels Surrender.
ter.
material.
Havana. Virtually all the soldiers
Crates for Pet Slock.
Aids Digestion.
and civilians comprising the rebel
Give the chickens plenty of grit so
Crates for shipping pet stock should
forces of Rlgoberto Fernandoi in
Oriente province, between 500 and 600 they can digest their food. Give them be maderaaUer at the tp, thaatjbe
bVboiSd
In number, surrendered to Col. Varona lime in some form from an oyster shell, bottom, as, such crates csatfwt
'
shut on alV sides In the express car. '
plaster, or broken egg shells.
4 OnaBtanjUMk.
S
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fear from the traitor who would sell our na
tion for gold or betray its interests as a result
of hatred for his countrymen. The man we
have most to fear is the pernicious theorist of
the Bryan type, the man who is sure that he is
right and his countrymen are wrong, and who
is willing to risk the lives of his fellow citizens
and the liberties of his country in order to demonstrate that the teachings of human experience are wrong, and that he alone is right.
Pueblo Chieftain.

per year
INCREASE

FRIDAY,

APRIL 6, 1917

That Santa Fe sent more troops to the
border than any otlieT city in the United States

to its population was the statement of Adjutant General I I. T. Herring at the
Elks patriotic meeting Wednesday night and
that New Mexico will enlist a larger per cent-ag- e
of the men for present war than any other
state was his prediction.
Judging from the immense patriotic meetings held at Taos. Tierra Amarilla, Las Vegas
and this city and the sentiment in all other cities, ami the determination of the border counties we believe le is absolutely correct.
The proposition of F. C. Wilson of this
city to raise a regiment of Pueblo Indians and
of D. K. 15. Sellers of Albuquerque to raise a
regiment of Navajoes will if carried out probably give us two to one to what any other
state will have.
The officers of the militia have unanimthe
ously agreed among themselves to
service and most of the men are said to be anxious also to
We may certainly be proud of the Sunshine state for the sincere wave of patriotism,
enthusiasm and determination that has spred
over her vast area in this national crisis.
in proportion

er

PACIFISTS

Up to the declarator) of war any and all
citizens of this country had a perfect right to
use their voces and influence against the entry
of this country into war, but that is no longer
the condition.
With the declaration made by congress
after extreme leniency and innumerable
to avoid war by the President and the
definite determination of the people of this
country to protect their rights and liberties
on the high seas or elsewhere, any attempt
to hamper the progress of the war is nothing
less than treason.
The Las Vegas Optic expressed the situation verv clearly and pertinently a few days
ago in an editorial in part, as follows:
"Inciting men to refuse to serve in the
army and navy at a time when the need of
cannot be anything less
men is imperative
than an tin friendly net toward the nation.
Also it is a move away from peace instead
of toward it. The larger the army and navy
raised by the United States in this crisis; the
quicker the response of the people to the
country's call, the more will the world le
impressed with America's sincerity in her
desire to defend her rights and her people
from attack. It will show the world that we
are not a divided people and the world,
knowing that the United States, when once it
is aroused and has the undivided support of
all its citizenry, can not be trifled with, will
recognize the fact that no nation or group of
nations need attempt to interfere with the
welfare of this great republic. That will go
a long way toward preventing future wars.
And in the present instance it will aid to bring
the world conflict to a close. The pacifists
are on the wrong track."
WILLIAM

J.

BrilTwAR

MAKER

o

In this solemn moment of national peril
it is well that partisanship shall be forgotten and that all Americans shall stand together in support of the government, and in
defence of American rights and liberties.
Nevertheless it is the duty of the editor, even
at the present time, to discuss passing events
and to study their lessons.
It has been one of the arguments directed
against the pacificsts that their efforts really
tended toward war rather than toward peace,
for the reason that the courageous, alert and
properlv prepared nation is respected and feared, while the cowardly, stupid and unprepared
nation is desnised and hated, and is the target
for every aggression.
Recent events point clearly in support of
this argument. We have followed the teachings of the pacifists far beyond the limits of
national safety and of national honor, and the
result is that we are now being forced by outrageous aggression into a conflict that became
inevitable from the moment that our own government showed its unwillingness to make proper preparations for the impending crisis. For
this condition many men are responsible, but
the one man who above all others has taught
pernicious pacifism, and who has had the prominence and the official station to make his
teaching dangerous is William Jennings Bryan.
If it had not been for the doctrines he has
spread upon every possible occasion, and for
the policies he pursued while secretary of state,
this nation might have tieen prepared, respected and feared. The knowledge that this nation'
cot'M fieht. would fight and was prepared to
fight would have gone far to prevent the disgraceful chapter of Mexican affairs, to restrain
the violation of neutral rights in the early days
of the war, and to save us from th aggression
of Germany that can have no reasonable explanation except that Germany considers that
the military power of thef United States is not
worth consideration as compared with the
f mafntaintrrg the British blockade.
HetiMf H it well for Americans
to bear irt mind" that oar republic has' little to ,
ad-van-

C

their freight.
We are not championing the cause of the
railroads, nor are we pleading the cause of the
brotherhoods, but we are asking for justice
for the people, for those who foot the $100,
000.000 bill. But where that justice is coming
from we don't know.
Prices are mounting up by leads and
bounds. Living conditions are becoming intolerable, and no one seems able to call a halt.
Every where we turn it seems to be just
a plain case of "to hell with the people."
Capital disregards them, labor disregards
them and even congress disregards them after the vote is cast.
It could regulate big, business, it could regulate the brotherhoods and other organiza-t;on- s
it could fix maximum and minimum
prices if it would.
But it don't. It simply shoots hot air and
b'ts nothing, and never intends to hit anything.
It encourages the existing conditions by
iU reirsa' to regulate. The favored ones win
out and the people pay as they have always

done.

One side or the other must give in. and
since neither is willing to pay the freight, the
helpless people perforce must do the paying.
And they do.
And it will always be so until the people
wake tip to the fact that thev are masters and
not the servant.
N. Y. Exchange

Federal Court Opens
The April term of federal

as possible and the result
has naturally followed that tome
school districts have been seriously
embarrassed by a lack of sufficient
funds with which to pay the operating expenses of that school.
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New Oil Truck
The Toltec Oil Company, who are
at present carrying on extensive
operations north of this city, have
just purchased a new motor truck
will be kept on the road to
and from the well. Because of the
erecting of two more derricks in the
within the next ten davs it
has been found necessary to add an- other truck. Roswell Record.

High Prices for Hosja
Saturday of last week eight thou.
sand dollars worth of hoei w
shipped from Portalet to the Fort
Worth markets, some of them bring-whic- h
ing the maximum nrice of 114 OS nor
hundred.
Of this amount
I. B
n
Priddy shipped two cars and
&
er
Terry two cars. It has
rumored for some time mat that
Roosevelt county had skipped all
her hogs and that there were not
enough left even for breeding pur- P.sf but. like many other rumors,
this one was not well founded. It
'J .true tnat w have shipped some- an average 01 ten cars
l"'"K
Per month, but we still have hogs
leftWUP t0 January first of last
.L.
vpar Mr K.n.mn ...l.n
Wilson-Lov- e
farm which joins the
town on the east, had shinned SS,
mM worth f butcher hogs, all his
there are many more
?wnaising and
county wn have shipped near
F ,he
as
ly
many. Fortales News.
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Apples in Fine Shape
Disturbed by the rumor that the
w'" nol,,y. H? now rnanyyou annlen had
nlnnsH
"
P ci,....
ncea, we shall be pleased to man this
morning made a close in- I
a
Am
th
cn
u'"-cr""of his orchard, which is one
' ofspection
l"J,"u.1al
m turn, should
mail at least three!
the finest in the valley, and from
of these to the clerks of your sever- - 'a week to ten
ahead of
days
...
.. other
.
11
al tiOaruS Of Dirprtnr ' InrtuHmcr
.
'
of
One
j:..
inuiiiviuai
a
blossom
uisiritis.
had
been killed, and that
j'nese, estimates should be filed with
the b ooms arP
CluhZ, B'
the clerk of the Board of Directors, best that he has thp
ever seen. If Pro- w.'tl!i.the
ounty S.u.perAn vidence is kind, the tract will have
and
with the a
g
crop this year.
Board of
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Clarence Bell, cashier of the First National Bank of Carlsbad, who is familiar with
th live stock and farming conditions of this
state, gives our farmers and stock raisers
some splendid advice in an interview he recently had with the editor of one of his home
papers. Mr. Bell said:
"The farmers and live stock growers of
New Mexico never had such a golden opportunity to make money as at present.
"Present conditions warrant the fanners
in growing much more feed than usual and
the stockmen may safely increase their herds
and flocks. The price of all meat animals increased greatly in 1916. The average price
of beef cattle per hundred pounds in 1916 was
$6.48, an increase of 47 cents over 1915. Hogs
averaged $8.20 as against $6.59 in 191 5.
Sheep averaged $6.31, an increase of $1.03
over 1915. Lambs averaged $8.19, an increase of $1.34 over 1915. It is safe to say
that prices in 1917 will not fall below those
of 191 6 for finished meat animals.
"The statistics of the agricultural department for 1916 show only a slight increase
in the number of milch and beef cattle and
a decrease in hogs and sheep on January 1,
The strong demand and the high
191 7.
prices for meats in 1916 sent more than
eleven million
head of cattle to market,
thirty million hogs, and fourteen million
sheep; a record total for American markets.
Since the first of the year there has been
heavy marketing of calves which will still
further affect the future meat supply. This
condition must interest the New Mexico farmers and live stock growers.
"A large increase in grain and forage
production in New Mexico this season is a
most important consideration.
This food is
needed to prevent winter shrinkage, which
was of especial importance
in the day of
cheap cattle", but is inexcusable in these clays
of high prices.
"And more feed will also make possible the
finishing of steers, sheep, and hogs at home
and thereby obtain their full value when sent
to market.
"If advantage is taken of present conditions New Mexico farmers and' sto-ktmay in 1917 enjoy the most prosperous
season in the historv of the state."
"TO HELL WITH THE PEOPLE"
We are not minn'ny word? in this article,
but are slatting' facts exactly as we see them,
without fear or favor.
"To hell with the people" seems to be about
the attitude of both labor and capital. And,
beinir of the people onrself, we object.
By the skin of our teeth we missed a disastrous railroad strike missed it because the
railroads themselves bowed to the demands o
the brotherhoods as the country totters on the
brink of actual war.
The railroad executives
declared they
would fight to a finish before thev would surrender to the demands of the brotherhoods. In
turn the brotherhood chiefs swore thev would
paralyze the railroads of the country in order
to win their point.
In vain did the press and the people of the
country urge mediation, compromise, postpon-en- t,
anything; to avoid the calamity of a strike.
Rut the pleadings of the people, the prospect
of untold suffering;, even the national danger
itself fell upon deaf ears.
It was a case of "to hell with the people,"
with both sides joining in the chorus.
But when the emissaries of the nresident
of the United States disclosed the national peril
'
to the contestants, the railroad presidents threw
up their hands and granted the demands of
the brotherhoods, granted them because they
knew the government would seize and operate
the roads if they did not grant them.
It will cost the roads approximately $100,
000.000 a year. but this will not come out of
the pockets of the railroad corporations.
No,
indeed! The people themselves will pay the
freieht in the shape of increased charges on

at promptly certified to the proper
officials
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oci,BI.m,
bailiffs.
The blowing persons were then
arraingned and plead not guilty.
Charles McGinn, charged with introducing liquor into Indian country John Dark, colored, charged with
selling liquor to Indians; Lamberto
A. Ortiz, charged
with embezzling
post office funds, and his case was
set April 24: Domincro Martin, an In
dian of Islcta, charged with selling
liquor to Indians.
A feature of this term of federal
court undoubtedly will be tre re
trial of the two Chinamen. Lee Pam
......
Hhp !nH T nut Xn.,
victed in November, 1914, before U.

r

hn
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record-breakin-

County Commissioners.
Very truly,
Jonathan H. Wagner,
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Roswell News.
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A mass meeting of citizens was
TORRANCE
State Superintendent. held at Hagerman
Wednesday to
Governor Will Remain Home
Ireirard to securing a test nil u,,ll
Moriartjr Loan Awn.
uovernor Linasey has decided to in this vicinity, and much interest At the meeting of the Federal
remain at home and torpor, the was evinrpH in th nrnnn.iti-- farm Loan Association at Mori- . arty last Saturday there were ore- pleasure of attendine the launching nresentcH hv fl C. Tpncpn uhn
sent
rom Estancia and vicinity Mr.
the
of
dreadnaught New Mexico, on presents the promoters of the en- ArsJaccount of possible difficulties along, terprise. C. W. Curry was elected J,"1
Cre"t Miss Annie
the southern border, or elsewhere, chairman, and L. W. McBride se- - Prter ! L. Ludwick, Mrs. M. M.
In case the President calls for a cretary. Mr. Jensen was invited to unve and l. b. bmith.
The ap- onfw"ice of governors he will at-- ; present his proposition to the meet- - P"cations lor :oans now amount to
A. J. Green and I. L. Lud-M- r.
Ti.rlCTp
Pnn. r,f
.u. Tt tend the same, otherwise he will ing. A proposed contract between 6?,000.were
v...
i
appointed as members of
u: : ' not be likely to leave the state for real Jensen and associates and the w,ck
tmminr;
Doard
the
of directors. A commit-triestate owners in the oil dis- Chinamen fnm Old Mexico into this 0mei. timei a'he insiders it
tee
was first read as a basis for
consisting of A. J. Green, J. W.
They took an appeal to the Plratlvfu th.at he should .keep well
discussion.
In consideration of oil Uavls and Mr. Wimmer was aptut,,.,, yjiii me iutai Bituauujl.
circuit court of appeals which or
leases on 8000 acres of '.and lying pointed to make arrangements for
dered a new tria! on the ground
Many Indictments Found.
nortn ana west of Hagerman, Mr. abstracts for the association memthat it was an error to permit an
The federal cranH inrv m.rlp i ensen and associates agree to put bers. Ettancia News Herald.
attorney to testify for the govcr-it.. second renort of thp wpplr ThnrcHa. down a testvwell to a deoth of not
mptit aftpr hp hnA
e,A
Prosperity and Cash
. ...,.! eveninc. returnino-twpntthe dpfpnrtann t po na
nnp inrfirt. 'ess than 3,000 feet the well to be
of the four bankf.
as their attorney.
.ments, fifteen of which were" for drilled on the leased premises, and The statements
ized and doing business
seiimg liquor to Indians and five for "fciuuh iu ucsin wunin six monin:. Torrance
county show in a more
the mail robbery at Albuouerauelafter the leases are secured. After !"
District Court.
Mr- Jensen explained the
'"uminating manner than anything
provisions e'se
The district court for Santa Fe some weeks aco. Th is makes nearly
the Progress and prosperity of
the Proposed contract and the
count' was convened Monday by forty indictments already this term lof
At the close of busi- lease form to he used in sprnrimr thc county
L.
.
Fudge h. C. Abbott.
Cant.
leases. and the Question had been ne" March 5th the depositors in
New Corporations
iSaffrd. also came home from the
and
1,407,
bv severs' nresent.' thp tnese banks numbered
to serve as clerk. The many' ine Kose manutacturing comoany, discussed
lm,nrm-- '; ,Z tn
their deposits fiot un the handsom.
...:
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truces
mends of both are verv tr ad to 01
nf
.Mf;
total
w0
Ftt!nf;a
a
'
n C"mnil-,- u
.
yi upuuiiuu,
here Saturdav with thp n nrtirnlir ""-spp difm hart- in tli.v f.j
raid. t
tlons. even though it be for only object of acquiring the Las Cri.ce.
McBridif
"w
WcT'l
a short time, as we understand both manufacturing business now carried
TannVr W
Another Prohib Election
ai'i.V t '
o
are eoing to the front again at
A! .
oy n. j.
A movement
is on foot to have
erring and L. A. fayne Wpst a .
I fit"
I II SI
I
II
I1C
numw,
CW
Ur
ui
i,.tv,
OppOrilinitV.
trt'l,
to'secure the leases and ex mother election on the saloon Ques
The errand iurv was emnaneled concern is $250,000, of which $150,- - pointed
tion in Estancia under the IocaHop-tio- n
ecute the contract with the
'las been subscribed,
Mondav and immediately beCran its
almost
law. Under, the old law an elec... ... 1 viiuua, v i
..u-.- j
.
tion
in' v niiniiim&.
could not be held sooner than
aau,
The otnr incorporators are
The docket was cal'ed Wednesday lexbut it is said the law
July,
EDDY
I. as bee
and cases set for the term.
Se ,r,ge ' Taylor, Frank Butt and
amended so that one can
W utt a" f Albuquerque,
It is nuderstood that the B'ancett.
be held now, and also giving the
Tne Pecos Valley Farm Products
case w''irh wil' be watched with a
25 Silot For Eddy.
option to petitioners to include tergreat deal of interest by local peo- - company, of Dayton, Eddy county,
ritory outside the corporate limits
The county agent for Eddy
pie, will come up about the midd'e was als0 incorporated. The auth- is a
silos of the village. It is said that petiabout
Talking
orized
and
tions
are now ready for presenta- the in
of next week.
capital is $20,000,
iliit oniinfit Via eiirc t C AirAt-Mrs. Baker, the mother of Blan corporators are S. G. Humphreys and farmcrs and sckmen are interested tipnto the board of commissioners
cett arrived from Friday Harbor,
ui i.
,
the silo. Next summer a silo at their meeting next week, asking
F long .u..M"..:y,
and C. O. Abernathy, of
inat an election be called. hstan
Wash., several days ago.
n, be in ,hi
t ,
'
Vu:
cia News Herald.
Mrs. Mary E, Armour, nf Fresno, Dayton, and E. L. Humphreys, of' assistiajsl
silos.
in
constructing
California, mother of C. H. Armour, I.akewood.
specialist knows how to construct
' lie
deceased.
a An amendment filed with the state a silo of any kind. On the plains he
Rtv
Armour,
UNION
brother, of Nebraska, and a sister corporation commission by the Ele will demonstrate the construction of
who resides in South Dakota, are phant Hutte Water Users assicia the pit silo while in the valley other
Another New School Hous
evpected within the next two or .on provides for the abolishment of t
wi
be Used Are
ne council 01 inar organization ana csted in a si,0? Remember thatjnter.
the school board award
three days.
you' e".""""oay
the administration of its affairs by can
the
contract for the construction
t tnjs free servjce for jne
a board of thirteen directors, to be
s
V
McCrnth Will
U. S. Clek
This man will stay with you
""'.'u
elected by the water users.
The asking.
ing, to J. N. Parham of Dodge City,
Herhert. A.J. McGrnth. now . sheriff
and
if
several
lor
necessary
days
members
of
council
The
cover..
.. .1 . 1.
the
Kansas.
r:
are
contract
i.
price,
present
,.f
.
.
yji
vji aiii vvjiiniv inn auc ntu ine .
help you get a good start in conrcs,sn mr
Utr.ictintr a silo. We hone to have at !nS .construction and material alone
position of e'erk of the H v
least 25 new silos put up in Eddy!'5
recently offered him by Jnd?e
The building is 5"Y lm",
Neblett. but wi'l not qualify im- this year.
county
MAN
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HAS A
the
mediately.
Lee,
Harry
present
60X90
feet, three stories, twelve
clerk has been reanested and will
Oil Excitement In Eddy.
rooms including assembly room with
"REFORMED" IDEA OF HEAVEN
There is much oil excitment
probably agree to remain in the of
70T.h.e
fice until the c'ose of the present
according ".
Eddy county
"P6"?,.
year, acting in his present capacity
"""y
to Francisr G. Tra?y, of Carlsbad,i a motion
screen.
i
machine,
i
picture
until Mr. McGrath qualifies and af-- ;
uicuiucr ui me new state uuai u w staee and curtains.-Clay- ton
News,
ter that as assistant, until the new Alonzo Osborne was a pleasant water commissioners.
Mr. Tracy
clerk becomes familiar with the work c?",er 8t the Clipper office Friday states that Shirley E. Meserve, a!
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of the office
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parts Of
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sheriff i
when
county, me, Thursday afternoon
seven or eight years. There are a men are, and on one occasi-in for
work.
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extensive
B... a"
V""
exploration
"'l"
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operation
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urenu.
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cooper
the Jews made heaven and fixed it several
A
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points within a short time. organized.
'
8
ville, a good roads enthusiast of the
their ideas of things,
to take the position ' of secretary f"linlf
Jr
u!tra-rifl- e
calibre
and
bore,.- largest
Oil News
of the state tav commission, to whch Thtey mfade the St"et? of.0Ad'
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and
with The oil situation is becoming quite was Ullrtllllliuusiy cici.li;u
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,ithni,
mpf!, ' within
There is
indication that & . ....
.
McCart
of
ing of the commission, it appears !r,
mt K"iuen i.r something will beevery
on or about
nrocieii
probable that the nositinn wi'l n tr. lny.
going
m,A
.narps 01 ?oa' ana "ow"s "' April 1. There are many new pros-- i The object of the association is to
Charles G. Hedeecock. of East Las
8
in town this week and pro
.CVegas, one of the Republican mem- - fc
"rPectors
and mainroad building
moters are getting down to busi- - promote
m"? 'Ik that
lie- - loTrf 1
bers of the old tax
tenance throughout Union county,
heaven
had
the
of
making
ness.
fore the election of Mr. Ship'ey Mr. 1
and will endeavor to organize local
P
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Machinery for deep drilling is on associations in each precinct, for the
the Tu"
Hedgecock was considered
u
a
'S
a"dto
ame
Place and came here from East l.as
the. Way
e?ectei
in road
purpose of
t ftil leafy trees, '"h'J'htrees and
motion at a early work
be set
Vegas to confer with the commls- - heai
with the State highway comwouia dc rustic scais, swinijs, ana day.
A.
t
mission and the board of county
I would have f.l.ed it
Business is improving as a result
ence be stated his unwil'ineness to
Citizens of each preof the oil activities and the good commissioners.
hi
take the position at a salary of less ' ,h
cinct will hear soon from the prey"-ldback
to
old days are coming
than $3,000 a year, and at that time
SV"
t
sident and secretary, and should
the commission was in
of
hea"n;
take steps to organize
ot
a
in
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readiness
for
herfr,aS
If
Everything
,9ctwas "l
ducing the salary to $2000.
their communities. Clayton Ne.ws.
remarks."
and
in
there
oil
out
Mr.JcaI
prospects
try
raneements are now made with
is great confidence in the ultimate
Hedgecock. the fsa'arv prohah'v will:,
Clayton Man Buys Ranch
uriot oturt.
results.
irM ana1 a -- i
Artesia News
uc iitii ,1 n 't less man 3'.nvv.
Charles P. Talbot returned from
t
t
"
possihty $.1,000. Henry F. Stephens,,
Thursday noon.
Denver, Colorado,
and,
OTERO
accountenant
of the state corpora- - partICU ar hot; brand of pickles,
He informs us that while there he
.
.
difficulty
great
.011 commission,
end . Paul ..
Hal,. , finding
ut.,Y wncn
,u.
purchased the Big Springs ranch
. .
1.
iioi 111c same sun at nuieis
one 01 .tne
assis-- a it trave n 0 .null. .,-- ,;
Investment Co.
from the Schleter
m
,
,:u
T..1..0..
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......
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.......
lurs also are being considered in U..
.
Mr..'This ranch is known all over, the
t t
.
r
connertfcn with the njsit.on. Frankly,,,
Okla. country as being one of the best
,ate of Haileyville,
hjs
T. Curns
of Wagon
... j f . i t .u-uc-f moHeder
. ick)e
the county. Charles P.
is alsoM.:. -t
t.:
- .uuna i- - ...ki:.k ranches in
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null,
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an applicant.
. rolnnv t Tiilarosa. nnr here, also informed us that the Schleter
:.m.
,
anH
Co.
intended putting an- accent, presently asked the clergy- - Several parties who are to form the Investmentblock of
land on the mark-nthe- r.
other
to
big
and
acnooi
have
man
at
arrived
Carrizozo
to
vireciore.
tne
The
colony
pass
clergyimporoni
pjckies.
are on their wav overland, et this fall. Mr. Talbot is the ener81
Santa man. who enioyed a loke. politely
Department of Education.
getic partner of the Pennington
Fe. New Mexico.
passed them and in a few minutes
Talbot real estate company of this
had the satisfaction of seeing the
April 2, 1917.
and we wish him all the success
To County Superintendents:
lack Messer arrived in Alamo-'citYankee watering at the eyes and
section 4 of Chapter 79, session gaping fir breath.
gordo Monday from a business trip of a ranchman. Clayton News,
j
Laws of 1915. makes it the duty of "I guess," said the latter, "that to Big Springs, Texas.
Be and con-o- f
INDEPENDENCE
Mr. Messer brought in two cars
the school directors of the rural you are a parson?"
as fine young Hereford cattle ;tinue poor, young man, while others
school districts on or before the
"Yes, my friend, I am," said the
as has ever been received in Ala- - around you grow rich by fraud and
first day of May in each year to clergyman.
These Herefords are all disloyalty; be without place or power
"I suppose you preach?" said the mogordo.
make to the county superintendent
s
an estimate of the amount Yankee.
of
Among the while others beg their way upward;
yearlings or under.
of funds necessary for running the "Yes, my friend, I do," said the bunch there are 12 fine, high grade, bear the pain of disappointed hopes
we'.l
bulls.
The
Otero County while others gain accomplishment of
bred
school during the coming year.
clergyman.
theirs by flattery; forego the gracious
County Superintendent shall pass up- - "Do you ever "preach about hell- - News.
of the hand for which
Carl Walker was in Alamogordo pleasure
on such estimate and in case ot fire' inquired tne Yankee,
failure by said directors in making "Yes. I sometimes consider it my this week and purchased this entire others cringe and crawl.
Wrap
such an estimate, he shall make such duty to remind my congregation of shipment of cattle with the except yourself in your own virtue, and
I here are 76 seek a friend and your daily bread.
the tion of the bulls.
estimate on or before the first day eternal punishment,"
replied
head of heifers in the lot, and we If you have in such a course grown
of June fol'owing. and shall thereup- - clergyman.
Yan-dainformed
y are reliably
HONOR,
that with one gray with unblemished
"I thought so," rejoined the
on on or before said last mentioned
in each year, certify to the ,kee. "but you are the first of your exception this is the best herd of bless God, and die.
Mr.
in
Otero
Hereford
cattle
ever
said
class I
county.
met 'no carried sample.
county board of commissioners
Walker will range these cattle in the Charity. Great minds are charitestimates of the rural schoil dis
Exchange.
Sixteen Springs Canyon country and able to their bitterest enemies, and
tricts as made, be passed, and determined upon by him.
It is in his misfortune that the expects to produce high grade stuff can sympathize with the feelings of
s.
It . is only
The law further provides tnat the character of an upright man shines that is now in demand by all classes their
narow-minde- d
cow men.
and
of
the
who makes no alwith
the
forth
board of county commissioners shall
greatest
lustre;
..
.
.
.
.
others.
of
faults
lowance for the
pass upon these estimates oetore tne wnen an eise tans, ne taxes a nana
close of its meeting in the month upon his own integrity and courage.
Envy inflicts the greatest misery
on its votaries their sadness is perThe great thins in this world Is
of July of each year.
Til the past, we are inclined
to A man is rich in proportion to the petual, their aoul is grieved, their not so much where we stand, as in
believe that those estimates Bare number of things which be can af- - intellect it dimmed, aad their heart what direction we are moving. O.
W. Holmes.
disquieted.
not Veer as carefully compiled and ford t let alone.
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STATE OF NfcW

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

PUBLICATION

FOR

NOTICE

PUBLIC

o the successful bidder
mprovements that exist
201
ract conaiata
and and 239 acrea of
The minimum price on
a $25 per acre and the

MEXICO

LAND

SALE

CURRY COUNTY
of the Commissioner of Public
I. amli, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice ii hereby given that pursuant
.to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
20, 1910, the Lawa of the
approved tune Mexico
and the rulea and
State of New
the
State Land Office, the
of
regulation!
Commitiioner of Public Landa will offer
at Publia Sale to the higheat bidder, at
10 o'clock,
A. M., on Tueaday, June 5th.
of Clovia,
1917, in the town
County of
of New Mexico, in front of the
State
Ourry,
Court Home therein, the following described tracta of land, viz:
Sale No. 722, All of Sectiona 1 and 12,
T. S N., R. 36 E., containing 1280.16 acres.
The improvements on the above deacribed
tract of land consiat of house, outhousea,
lota and aheds, well, windmill, tank and
fencing, value J1S80.00,
Sale No. 723, All of Sectiona, J, J. 10.

)

TWO BIG SALES
OF STATE LAND
HELD THIS WEEK

expecting to sell out when he obtains title, either to Mr. Jenkins in
accordance with a previous agreement or files on a tract of government land not for his owa use and
not for the purpose of a home and
farm, violates the federal law and is
liable to conviction under the federal
laws.

"Here

is

what every homesteader

must first swear
"I do solemnly

to:

swear that I am
not the proprietor of more than 160
state or terriacres of land
the U.
tory; that I am a "citizen ofintention
S., or have declared my
to become such; that this application is honestly and in good faith
made for the purpose of actual settleSALES
ment, use, and improvement by the
applicant, and not for the benefit
of any other person, persons, or corand
' Thirty tracts of New Mexico State poration; that I will faithfully with
land, totaling 10,638 acres, the tracts honestly endeavor to ofcomply
as
to
law
ranging in area from 40 to 1600 all the requirements
necesacres, were sold at public auctions settlement and improvements land
ap
Guadalupe county, sary to acquire title to the
in Santa Rosa,
Quay county, on plied for; that I am not acting as
and Tucumcari,
Tuesday and Wednesday of this .agent for anyin person, corporation,
making this entry,
week by state land commissioner or syndicate
Robert P. Ervien, with active bid- nor in collusion with any person,
corporation or syndicate to give them
ding for practically every tract
or
Eleven of the tracts sold the benefit of the land entered
there-Iolie in Guadalupe county and nine- any part thereof or the timber
that I do apply to enter the
With two
teen in Quay county.
'same for the purpose of speculation,
exceptions they are small tracts,
from 40 to 640 acres, and the large but in good faith to Iobtain a home
have not,
and that
majority of sales were to farmers for myself,
or indirectly, made, and will
.who will put the
and
conland into immediate use. Luther O. not make any agreement or with
or
in
manner,
tracts
way
any
of
Kirk,
Quay
a
farmer
Hudson,
s, !any person,
corporation or syndicate
county, paid $12.55 an,acre for
the title which
the highest price offerred in whatsoever, by which the
I may acquire from
government
the two auctions and one of the
who'e or in part to
best prices ever paid for a tract of Will inure in
state land. Following the sale he the benefit of any person except
expressed satisfaction with his bargain. The next highest price was
$7.55 an acre paid for 320 acres near
STATE EEOEIVES OVER TEH
DOLLARS
THOUSAND
ABOVE MINIMUM PRICE AT
SANTA ROSA AND TUCUM-CAR- I

y

n;

stock-farme-

rs

."

Nara Visa, Quay county, by J. B. ORDER TO REMOVE DRIFT
of that
Airheart, a stock-farmFENCES IS RESCINDED
a tract of
place, who also bought bid
of $6.30
1639 acres on his high
an acre, or $1.30 an acre above the
minimum va!ue at which the land
As a result of resolutions passed
All of the land in
could be sold.
and Horse
these two safes were of the $3 mi- by the New Mexico Cattle their connimum value. A number of the tracts Grower's inassociation at March 20,
vention
Albuquerque,
brought $6, $6.50 and $7 an acre and 121 and 22. the
order of the General
the state realized a gross total above
for the removal of all
Office
ILand
a
or
the minimum value of $10,854.,
fences on the Public Domain on
trifle better than an average of $1 drift
or before April 15, has been rescindan acre over the minimum va'ue.
ed. The resolutions set forth that
Next to the fact that nearly all the removal of the fences in New
these tracts were sold to farmers Mexico at the time specifid would
who expect to put
and
work an immense hardship to ti c
the land to immediate use, the fact
cattlemen, through preventing them
is
the
sales
the
in
chief
interest
of
from gathering their steers for early
in
shown
in
interest
increase
large
and would scatter cows and
the state land auctions and the delivery
calves at a season that wou'd work
growth of the number of bidders a great detriment, and they asked
There were crowds at both Santa that the fences be allowed to stand
Rosa, where the sale was held from until an
was had for the
the front door f the court house, stockmen opportunity
to better arrange their
bidders
the
where
and at Tucumcari
business. While it .is inevitable that
packed the court room to its capa- the old drift fences must go the
in
land
state
boom
is
no
There
city.
cattlemen's organization felt that
values, the sales generally bringing the time set for the removal was
market value of lands in private own- most inopportune.
and
location
ership of similar
character; the bidding is done with
and
Late Fence Order
care and judgment,
generally
by men who have studied and are The advice contained in the
familar with the lands and their
below, just received in this ofThere is litt'e evidence fice from
capacities.
the Commissioner of the
of speculative activity, although at General Land Office, at Washington,
Santa Rosa, Morrow, a well known is extended to you for your informlawyer of Raton, N. M., was the
ation.
may make such
successful bidder an 420 acres, an- use of itNewspapers
as they see fit as a news
bein
nouncing that he was bidding
item.
half of a syndicate of Colfax county "Relative New Mexico unlawful
future
in
the
believers
men who were
situation additional order
values of the state lands.
day issued to effect that all fenThe sales at Santa Rosa and Tu- this
lands must be removed
cumcari are the first of a number ces on public
fifteen as per
of important April state land auc- on or before April
three unless
tions, the more important of which order January twenty all fences and
showing
occur at Clovis, Curry county on complete map
inclosures on public lands be filed
April 17, at Roswel', for lands in with
you on or before April fifteen
Chaves county, April 19 and at Carls- l in which
case such fences shown
bad, for Eddy county tracts on Apr-- on
maps need not be removed by
21. The most important of the sa'es
will be permitted
will be that at C'ayton, April 25 when that date but itissuance
special or90 tracts, ranging in area from 40 to remain until
with reference thereto. Maps
to 38,000 acres, will be sold. Practic-al'- y ders
with certainty
all of these lands are classed as should identify fence
at- with reference
public land surveys.
agricultural land. The sales will
telegram and letter foltract bidders from all parts of the Give this
immediate
publicity."
lowing
of
excursion
one
and
west
at least
It will be my purpose to prompt
bidders will be run from Denver.
To inform the bidders. accurately, ly furnish New Mexico newspapers
in
on va'ues of land in New Mexico, coDies of the letter mentioned
the state land office will offer an the telegram upon its receipt here,
U. H. CilBBb,
illustrated lecturer in Clayton the
Co1. R. E.
Chief, Santa Fe
night before the sale.
Field, Division
Twicheit, of Santa Fe the well
known historian of New Mexico wi'l
be the lecturer. The lands in Union
ty
all are of the $5 minimum ATKINSON BUSY ON
value.
GOOD ROAD PLANS
law for jthe
The new thirty-yea- r
sale of state lands is adding matern'-l- y
to demand. Under this law the
of the purchase
buyer must pay S
W. M. Atkinson, recently appoint
price in each. He may carrv the
for thirty years, if ed a member of the state highway
remaining 95
interest an- commission, will leave tomorrow in
he desires, paying 4
company with Engineer W. C Da
nually in advance on deferred
Under the o'd law 10 of the vidson for Alamogoraj wnere tne
two road experts will meet with the
purchase price required in cash,
balance in thirty equal annual pay- board of county commissioners of
interest on deferred Otero county in working out plans
ments, with 4
of roads
payments. The new law is favorab'e looking to the development
to tlie buyer and is regarded as ,in that section and in contemplation
the bond issue for good roads
satisfactory to the state which is of
by a spe- sfi'red by the land itse'f, while the which will bein determined
the near future. From
buyer s ssumes taxes from date of ,cial election
then" Mr. Atkinson will eo to Caro- purchase.
'zozo to meet with the commissioners
of Lincoln county, and will thence
WARNING TO 648 ACRE
journey to tucumcari to confer with
the commissioners of Quay coun
In the allotment of the
HOMESTEAD ENTRYMEN ty.
of the state for the purposes
of highway promotion, Mr. Atkinson
has been chosen by the state highThe following story is taken from way commission to represent the
the Grevt Divide, a weekly news- counties of Chaves, Quay De Baca,
Roosevelt,
Eddy,
in Denver, Colo., Lincoln, Curry,
paper published millionaire
cowman Otero, and Lea, giving him nine
"!
Jenkins,
It is his purpose to meet
of Da'hTt, Texas, has a big cat- counties.
tle ranch near Corona. New Mexico, jwith the boards of these several
reserve. counties before the meeting of the
joininc the Lincoln forest
Comoa'ints are coming in to the state highway commission which is
Great Divide, both by mail and in scheduled for April 18th. Mr. Atup kinson states that upon his recomperson, of the unlawful gobbing
e
mendation, the state highway comof hundreds of acres of
lands mission has designated as a link in
homestead
Here is the system of highways of the state,
tt,ro!"h dummy entries.
the scheme, old as the homestead the road formerly declared opened
lavaby the local road board of the counverbal promises it is ty from this city to Hope, which
"Thrrmeh
claimed that Jenkins asreeswith the fits in with) the designated highhomesteader that he wiP dig wells way from Artesia to El Paso, via
a"t furnish them domestic water. Hope. These designations of highWhen they make their final proof ways by the state commission will
be recommended to the federal goMr. Tenk'ns agrees to nay the
$S an acre for their land. vernment and form the part of a
def:M division of the interior
general plan of national highways.
these designations will come
partment should investigate such Later
procedure at once. Jenkins or any in for maintenance by the state and
person and the homesteader who possibly some federal assistance may
Similar recommendaenter into such undertaking would be obtained.
laws of the U. tions were made by the state highviolate
who goes on- way commission for the designation
S.
to a tract of government land with of a road from Lovington to Eltda,
an intention of residing en thi land, via Tatnm. Roswell New.
er

stock-farme-

rs

te'e-gra-

m

co-n-
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640-acr-

g

hpme-itMiif-

T"

.

II,

14,

IS,

22

and

23,

t.

S

N.,

R. 36 E.,

containing 5120.68 acrea. The improvements
on the above described tract of land con.
list of houae, feed houae, calf houae, lota,
corrals, car house, milk houae, fencing,
value .4823.20.
Sale No. 724, All ol Sectiona 4, 5, .
9, 16, 17, 20. 21,
33 and 34, T. 6
7040.60
acrea.

T. 5 N, R. 36E., and 32,
N.; R. 36 E.j containing

STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FUBUC LAND SALE
the irrigable land
minimum price on
land ia $10 per acre mak-n- g
CURRY COUNTY.
tbe average minimum price on the
of Pnbllc Lands,
ntire tract $16.84,
Office of the Commissioner
The aale of the above landa willcondi-ion-be
Santa Fe, New Mexico, January 23, 1917.
ubject to the following terms and
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to
viz: Th. successful bidder must
of an Act of Congress, apto the Commissioner of Public Lands, the provisions
State
proved June 20, 19M, the lawa of the
b
r hla agent holding such aale,
and the rulea and reof New Mexico
for
him
the
I the price offered by
land) gulations of the State Land Office, th
will offer
per cent interest in advance of such
of Public Land
.urchase price; the feea for advertising Commissioner
Public
Sale to the higheat bidder at
ind appraisement and all coata incidental at
10 o'clock, A. M., on Tueaday, April 17th,
o the sale herein, and each and all of 1917, in the town of Clovis, County of
aid amounts must be deposited In cash
State of New Mexico, in front of
ir certified exchange at tbe time of aale, Curry,
the court house therein, the following deand which aaid amounts and all of them cribed
of land, viz:
tracta
ire auhject to forfeiture to the State of Sale No. 665, All of Sec 36, T. 2N., R.
Vew Mexico if the successful bidder doea 36K
640 acrea.
The improvecontaining
thirty days ment on thia land consist of well, windlot execute a contract within him
ifter it haa been mailed to
by the mill, corral and fencing, value $1175.
to
aaid
contract
proState Land Office,
Sale No. 666, SX 36, T. 314., R. 35E.,
vide for the payment of the balance of
The improvementa
320 acres.
be purchaae price of aaid tract of land containing
on
this land consist of bouse, barn, sheds,
n thirty
equal, annual payments, with corrals, well, windmill, silo, and fencing,
nrerest on all deferred payments at the $2050.
ate of four per cent per annum, in Oct-beR.
Sale No. 6f7, NX See. 36, T. 3N
r
payments and intereat due on
There are no
320
1st of each year, and auch other 35E., ccntainingon thiaacres.
land.
onditiona, obligations, reservations and improvementa
Sale No. 668, All of Sec. 36, T. 3N., R.
erma as may be required by law.
The improvecontaining 640 acres.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of 36E.,
on thia land consist of fencing,
ments
Mew
such
Mexico, or his agent holding
$300.
value
and
to
reserves
the right
.ale
reject any
Sale No. 669, All of Sec. 16, T. 3N., R.
Poasession
ill bida offered at aaid aale.
640 acres.
The Improveinder cantracta of aale for the above dea- - 36E., containing
on this land consist of well and
ments
ribef tracta will be given on or before
fencink, value $900.
Ictober I, 1917.
R.
Sale No. 670, All of Sec. 16, T. 5N
Witness my hand and the official aeal
f the State Land Office thia 23rd day 33E., containing 640 acres. The improvements on this land consist of fencing and
f January.A.
D.. 1917.
plov. ing, value $1700.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Sale No. 671, All of Sec. 36, T. 5N., R.
Commissioner of Public Landa,
33E
There are no
containing 640 acres.
New
of
Mexico.
State
improvementa on thia land.
First Publication January 16. 1917.
No bid on the above described tracta of
land will be accepted for leaa than $10
pe raere, which ia the appraised value
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
thereof. An i naddition thereto the aucceasful bidder must pay for the improveNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
menta that exist on the land.
The sale of the above landa will be
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
subject to the following terms and condi-tionhe

Office

must pay for the
on the land. Thia
acrea of irrigable
land.

nj

See. 33, SWXNWX, 8WX conaiat of houae, well, wiadmlR, fnmpou
R. 1216., containing plant, vain $5483.40.
Sec. 34, T. 15N
Sale No. 632. SEXNEX. NXSEX, NEX
acres. There are no improvement
SWX Sec 7, T. )0N.. ft. J3E., containing
on thia land.
Sale No. 577. SXSX See. 26, NXNEX, 160 acrea. The Improvementa on thi land
T.
R. conaiat of well, windmill, tank and leacing,
Section
35,
WXNWX
.,
!6E
containing 320 acrea. The improve- talue $385.00.
ments on thia land conaiat of ahacfc and Snle No. 633, SXNEX. NXSEX Sec. 27,
T. 3CN., R. 33E., containing 16$ acrea. There
fencing, value $71
Sale No. 578, SEXNWX Sec. J, NEXNEX, are no Improvementa on thi land.
SEXSW-TSe- c.
Sale No. 634. NEXNWX Sec. 29, T. JON.,
Sec
11,
NEXNWX
SXSEX,
There
R. 34E., containing 40 acrea.
12, T. 20N., R. 32E., SXSWX Sec. 4, SXSEJ
Sec. 5, T. 20N., R. 33E., containing 40 no improvements on thia land.
Sec.
No.
Sale
30,
NEXNEX
The
635,
on
SEXSEX
land
this
acres.
improvements
Sec. 31, NWX, WXNEX, SEXNEX, NEX
value $49.
on si st of fencing,
E., contain-inSale No. 579. SWX " Sec. 14, NXNWX, SEX Sec 32, T. 31N., R.
400 acres.
The improvements on thi
Sec 21. T. 20N.,
SWXNWX, NWXSWX
land consist of fencing, valne $2o9.
R. 34E., containing 320 acrea. The improveNo. 636, SEXNEX. NEXSEX Sec
windSale
of
menta on thia land consist
well,
12, NEX Sec. 13. T. 31N., R. 35E., containmill and fencing, valne $350.
Sale No. 580, NWX Sec. 17, T. 20N., R. ing 240 acres. The improvements on this
33E., containing 160 acrea. There are no land consist of fencing, value $150.
Sale No. 637. NXSEX Sec 8, SX Sac.
improvementa on this land.
g
Sale No. 581, SX Sec. 23, T. 20N., R. 9, NWXSWX Sec. 10, TV JIN., R. J5E.,
440 acres.
There are no improve33E
containing 320 acre. The improveland.
on
thia
of
menta
value
on
consiat
land
thia
menta
fencing,
Sale No. 638, SEXNEX, NEXSEX Sec.
$150.
Sale No. 582, Lot 1, SEXNEX Sec 4, 33, SXNX, NXSX Sec. 34, SWXNEX. SX
52.39
NWXSEX Sec. 35, T.
acrea. NWX, NXSWX,
T. 20N., R. 35E., containing
t'hrre are no improvements on thia land. 31N., R. 35E., containing 640 acrea. The
Sale No. 584, SXSCX, SEXSWX Sec. 3, improvementa on thia land consist of well
value $450.
Sec. 10, T. 21N., and fencing,
NEX. EXWX, NXSEX
R. 32E., containing 520 acres.
There are Sale No. 639, SXNX, SX Sec 20, NX
See. 21, T.
NWXSWX
NWX, SWXNWX,
no improvements cm this land.
Sale No. 585, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SWXNWX, )1N.. R. 15F- -, eontaining 640 acre. There
of
land.
on
R.
no
All
this
are
T.
Sec.
33E.,
1,
NWXSWX
20N.,
Improvements
Sale No. 640, SWXSEX Sec 33, T. JIN.,
Sec. 36. T. UN.. R. UE.. containing 774.20
acres. There arc no improvement on thi R. 36E., containing 40 acre. There re
no improvements on this Isnd.
Sec.
Saie No. 586. EX Sec. 25, T. 21N., R.
Sale No. 641, NWXSEX, NEXSWX
34E., containing 320 acrea. The improve- 5, T. 31N., R. 37E., containing 80 acrea.
on this land.
menta on thia land consist of fencing, There are no improvements
Sale No. 642, Lot 1 Sec. 20 T. 32N., R.
value $125.
Sale No. 587, EXNWX. NEXSWX Sec. 29E., containing 54.90 acres. There are no
on this land.
120.46
acrea.
1, T. 21N., R. 35E.
improvements
containing
Sec. 26, T. 32N.,
Sale No. 643, NXNWX
There are no improvements on this land.
There are
Sale No. 588. SXNEX, SEXNWX. SEX R. 34E., containing 80 acres.
land.
on
this
no
Sec. 2, SWXNFX.
improvements
SEXNWX, NXSWX,
Sec
Sale No. 644, NWXSWX, SXSWX
Sec. 3? SWXNWX, SWX, WX
SWXSWX
SXNWX. 23, SEXNEX Sec. 26, f7 32N., R. 34E
SF.X. SEXSEX, Sec. 10, NEX.
no
160
are
acres.
There
improveNSSEX Sec. 11, SXSWX Sec. containing
NEXSWX.
Sec. 13, SXNEX. menta on this land.
12. NXNEX,
SWXNWX
Sec.
Sale No. 645. SEXSWX, SXSEX
N WXNEX,
SXNVX Sec. 14, NXNX, SEX
ec 21,
WXSWX,
SEXSWX, SXSEX
NEX Sec. 15. T. 2!N.. R. 35E., All of
Sec.
EXSWX.
WXNWX.
27,
NWXSWX
2400
NX,
22N.
R.
Jec. 36, T
35E., containing
on thia land NEXSEX Sec. 28, SXNX. SX See. 36, T.
acres. The improvements
32lC R 34E., Lots 2. 3, 4, SEMNWX. SX
enn.iit of fenrinfi value $473.
Sec. 31. T. 32N.. R. 35E.,
Sale No. 589, NWX Sec. 24, T. 21N., R. NK.U
The improvements
1612.33 acres.
5E
containing 160 acres. The improve- containing
of fencing, value
consist
land
on
this
of
land
on
consist
fencing,
this
ments
$100.
alue $100.
7.
All
No.
Sale
66, SX Section,
Sec. 18, T. 21N.,
Sale No 590, SWXSWX
EX
16,
All of Section
9,
There are of Section
R. 36E., containing 39.59 acres.
Sec. 17,
SXSWX
sr.) Sec. IS, Mi,
no improvements on this land.
Sale No. 591. EX, NWX. NXSWX Sec. NEX Sec. 19, All of Sees. 20, 21, 28, EXEX
All of Sec
8, T. 22N., R. 29E., containing 560 acrea. Sec. 29, WX, WXEX Sec. 30,
R. 2"E.. NX, NEXSWX, SH
The improvements on this land consist 31, T. 22N
1, NX,
See.
SX
SWX, NXSEX, SWXSEX
of fencing, value $75.
SEX
Sale No. 592. Wfc.VEtd Sec. 15. T. 22N.. SX Sec. 2, Lou 1, 2, WX, WXSF-X- ,
1,
Lots
Sees.
5,
2,
All
of
4,
Sec.
3,
are
There
80
SEX
R.
acres.
30E., containing
EX
Sec. 6, EX, EXNWX,
WX, SXSEX
no improvements on tnis lann.
Sec. 29, T. 22N., SWJ4, Lot 4 sec. , All Ol aecB. o, y, w,
Sale No. 593, NXSWX
it WU. SEii. NWVaNEU. SKNEX Sec,
R. 33E., containing 80 a'res. The improve19,
ments on this land consist of fencing, 12, All of Sees. 13, 14, 15. 16, 17 EX18, Sec.
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29,
value $50.
Sale No. 594, EXSWX Sec. 21, T. 22N., 32, All of Sees. 33, 34, NX, SEX Sec. 35,
H. 34E., containing 80 acres. There are no All of Sec. 36, T. 22N., R. 28E., All of Sees.
31. 32, 33, 34, NjNX, SEXNEX, SWXNWX.
this land.
improvements on EX
Sec. 8, T. 23N., R. SWX, SXSEX Sec 35, All of Sec. 36 T.
Sale No. 595,
All of Sees. 1, 2, 3, 4, Lots
R. 28E
28E., containing ,20 acres. There are no 23N
sec. 3. r.At.n sec. y.
1, Z, NEUINfctt,
nprovements on ihis land.
Sale No. 596, NWX Sec. 32, T. 23N., R. All of Sec. 10, SX, WXNWX Sec. 11, NX
ME., containing 160 acres. There are no NWX Sec. 12, T. 21N., R. 28F.., Lota 1,
2, WX Sec. 5, All of Sec. 6, EX Sec 7,
improvements on this land.
Section
Sale No. 597, Lot 1, Sec. 31, T. 24N., R. All of Section 8, SX. WXNWX
Section
NXNX
16,
Section
of
.tOE., All of Sec 36, T. 24N., R. 29E., con- - All
T. 21N..
Sec.
of
All
Sec.
are
18,
21,
no
681.09
acrea.
There
EXNEX
17,
improveaining
SEXSEX Sec. 32.
R. WE., SWX. SXNWX,
ments on this land.
Sale No. 598 All a Sec. 16, NEXSEX Sec. T. 23N., R. 2)E., containing 38,113.69 acres.
f7, T. 24N., R. 31E., containing 680 acres, The improvements consist of fencing, value
$1175.
('here are no improvements on this land.
Sale No. 599; All of Sec. 2, T. 24N., R.
Sale No. 647, NEXNEX Sec. 11, EXNEX.
There arc SiVXNEX, SEXNWX Sec. 12, T. 23N., R.
J2E., containing 724.96 acres,
The improveno improvements on this land.
,5E., containing 200 acres.
Snle No. 600, SXNX,
NEXNEX, NEX ments on this land consist of fencing, value
NWX, WXSWX Sec. 8, T. 24N., ft. 32E $.!.
There are no
Sale No. MS, NEXNFX Sec. 23, SEXNWX,
int.iining 320 acres.
on this land.
SEXSEX Sec.
WXNWX, EijSWX, WXSF-X- .
1,
2, 3, 4, EX Sec. 24, T. 24N., R.
Sale No. 601, Lo-31E., containing 300 acres.
T. 24N., R. 33E., containing 451.72 acres. Thi re are no improvements on this land.
,
Sec.
There are no improvements on this land.
Sale No. 649, SWXSEX, SEXSWX
Sale No. 602, SXSEX Sec. 9, T. 24N., R. 1, EXNEX,
Sec. 10, NWX. NX
NEXSEX
There are no SWX, NXSEX Sec. 11, EX, SWX, EXNWX
ME., containing 80 acres.
on this land.
Sec. 12, NX, EXSWX Sec. 2, SEXNEX Sec.
improvements
Nn. 603. WWNWW Sec. 15. All of 3, T. 25N., R. 29E., containing 1120 acres.
Sec. 16, T. 25N., R. 29E., containing 720 There are no improvements ol this land.
acres. There are no improvements on tins
Sale No. 650, EXNEX Sec 3, WKW
land.
Sec. 9.
SEtfNEU. NEWSEW Sec.
Sale No. 604, Lots 1, 4. SWXNEX, SX 10, SEttNE& NEtfSEX Sec. J5, AH of Sec.
30E
R.
WX 16, SWtf Sec. 18, Lots 1, 2, 3, NEWNWtf
SWX, SWX Sec. i, T. 24N.,
SEXSEX Sec. Sec. 19, NEJ Sec. 20, WNWJ Sec. 21,
SWXSWX,
EX, NXSWX,
K. 30E., containing 729.54 acres. T. 23N., R, 30E., W4, SWUSE
5, T. 25N
Sec, 3.
There are no improvements on this land.
M Sec. 9, NWtf, NtfSWM Sec 10, All
Sale No. 605, All of Sec. 11, NWX Sec. of Sec. 16, E'2SE!4 See. 22, Wl4 SWNEK,
Sec.
Sec. 23, N4NE
i4, T. 25N., R., 32E., containing 800 acres. WKSEM, SEXSEX
There are no improvements on this land. 25, W'A, WMEtf. NEtfNKjdf Set. 26. Rtf
SWX VM, SWHSEJ4.
Sale No. 606, NX. SEX, NXSWX,
Sec. 27, SEW
SEtfSWj
SWX Sec. 2. SX Sec 14, T. 25N., R. 32E., NE'4, ESEK Sec. 34, T. 24N.
R. 30E.,
containing 916.56 acres. There are no im- containing 4725.57 acres. There arc no imon this land.
provements on this land.
provementa
Sale No. 607, SEXSEX,
SSWX Sec. 2, Sale No. 651, SWKSWtf Sec. 27, S'SE$
All of Sees. 11, 14, 15, 16, NX, NXSWX Sec. ?8, NEJ4 Si r. 33, NJ4 Sec. 34, T. 25N.,
Sec. 21, T. R. 3JE.t I.nt 1 Sec. 4, T. 24N., R. 33E.,
Sec. 20. W'rNWX. SEXNWX
XiN., R. 29E., containing 3200 acres. There com aining
acria. The improvement
are no improvements on this land.
nn this la im. consist of houae and fencing.
hale Wo. MB, lots 1, I, 3, 4,
Sec. 1, NX, N'SS, SXSWJ4 Sec. 3, All
K.
Vil
V. t,v. AM Ot ."cu I.",, I .
of Sees. 4, 5, WXNEX,
640 acres.
There are no
33K.,
SF.X Sec. 8, All of Sec. 9, NEJ4NEX, NWfl imnrovt-ment- continuingon this land.
Sec.
10,
NXS'S.
SEXSEX
NWX, SXNX,
Rale No. 653. All of Sec. 1, Lots 1, 2, 3,
All of Sec. 17, T. 26N., R. 29E:, NXSWX, SNKW, NEKSE
Sec. 2, T. 26N., R. 31E.,
NEX, Lot 3 Sec. 6, T. 26N.. R. All of Sec. 36, T. 27N., R. 31E., NWjij
SXNWX,
All
of Sees. 13. 14. 24, EX, SWX, Sec. 5,
JOE.,
Lots 4f 5, 6, 7,
.y2, E;4
Sec. 25, All of Sec. Sec. 6, NN!i Sec. 7, T. 26N., R. J2E.,
NWXNWX
EXNWX,
36, NX Sec. 31, Ail a. Sec. 32, WX Sec containing 2330.29 acres.
There are no im19, WX,
33, T. 27N., R. 29E.. WX Sec.
provements on this land.
SEX Sec. 29, All of Sec. 30, NEX, EX
Sec.
Sale No. 654, NyjSWtf, SWSW
NWX, NWXNWX, SXSX, NEXSEX Sec. 21, T. 26N., R. 29E., containing 120 acres.
T. 27N., R. 30E., containing 11,055.09 There are no improvements on this land.
j- -,
The improvements on this land conSale No. 655. E'aSEM Sec. I, SWU Sec.
aist of fencing, value $200.
9, WSEjdJ,
EtfSWK. SWtfSWjl Sec. 10,
Sale No. 609, SEXSEX Sec 2, T. 26N., All of Sec. 16, T. 26N., R, 32e7, contain
There are ing 1080 acres. There are no improven. HE., containing 40 acres.
no improvements on thia land.
ments on this land.
Sale No. 610. NXSWX Sec. 27, NEXNEX
Sec. 15, T. 27N.,
Sale No. 656, W$4NEjj
Sec. 36. T. R. 33E.,
SElaNWU
Sec. 34. WiNWU.
acres. There are no
containing
240
R.
The
32E
acre.
J6N.,
containing
on this land.
improvements
Sale No. 657, N
Sec. 28, NJ4 Sec. 29. T.
improvements on this land consiat oi lenc-invalue $60.
34 N., R. 29E., containing 640 arret.
There
Sec. 34, T. 26N., are no
Sale No. 611, NWXSWX
on this fond.
improvements
... 32E., containing 40 acres. There are Sale No. 658. S4NWtf Sec. 8. T. 25N.,
land.
no improvementa on thia
R, 32E., containing 80 acre.
There are
Sale No. 612, All of Sec. 21, WXSWX no improvements
on this land.
Sec. 22, T. 26N., R. 32E, containing 720
No bid on the above described tracts
icres. There ar- no improvementa on thia o land will be accepted for lesa than
land.
five Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which it the
sale No. 613, NXSWX Sec. 5, T. 27N., appraised value thereof. In addition therek. 29E., containing 80 acres. There are to tbe successful bidder mnst pay for the
land.
on
this
no improvements
improvementa that exist on the land at tbe
Sale No. 614, SXNWX, SWX Sec. 15,
value.
All of Sec. 16, SEXNEX, SEX Sec. 12, appraised
Rale No. 654, Al! of Sec. 36, T.
S.t R.
EX, SEXNWX, EXSWX Sec. 13, NXNEX, 34E., containing 640 acr-esThe improveSiiXNEX. WXSEX, SEXSWX Sec. 24, WX ments on thia land consist of fencing and
NWXSEX corral, value $170. No bid on the above
EXSWX,
NEXNWX.
NEX,
Lot
T.
Section
25,
27N., R. 32E.,
2, described tract of land will be accepted
NWX.
NEXNEX, SX Sec. 7, All of for less than Ten Dollara ($10) which it
Sec. 8, SX, SXNH,
NWXNWX Sec. 9, the appraised value thereof.
SEXSWX Sec. 10, Sale No. 660. All of Sec. lfi, T. 25N ,
SWXNWX, WXSWX,
A
of Sec. 16, EXEX Sec. 17, All of Sec. R. 31 E., containing 640 acres. There are
.'1
SXNX Sec. 20, NXNX, SEXNEX Sec. no improvementa on thia land.
No bid on
19, Lot 1 Sec. 18, T. 27N., R. 33E., conthe above described tract of land will be
taining 5,684.61 acres. There are no im- accef.ted for leas than Ten Dollars ($10.00'
land.
which is the appraised value thereof.
provementa on this
See. 30, NWX Sec.
Sale No. 615, SF-Rale No. 661, All of Sec. 16, T. 27N., R.
33, T. 27N., R. 32E., containing 320 acres. 31 E., containing 640 acres.
There are no
There are no improvements on this land. improvementa on this land.
No bid on the
Sale No. 616, All of Sec. 36, T. 27N., R. above described tract of land will be ac
32E., containing 640 acres. There are no cepted for leaa than Ten Dollara
($10.00)
which ia the appraised value thereof.
improvements on this land.
Sale No. 617, SWXSEX Sec 15, WXEX
Sale No. 662, Ntf. NHS'4, S&SEM, SW
T.
Sec. 22, WXEX Sec. 27, EX Sec. 28,
SWJ4 Sec. 16, T. 31N., R. 30E., contain
27N., R 33E containing 680 acres. There ing 600 acrf s. The improvements on this
are no improvements on this land.
No
land consiat ff fencing, vatue $300.
Sale No. 618, All of Sec. 32, T. 27N., bid on the above described tract of land
R 33E., containg 640 acres.
There are will be accepted for leaa than Ten Dolno improvements on this land.
lars fl0) which is the appraised value
Sale No. 619, EXEX Sec. 4, T. 28N., R. thereof.
33E., containing 155.46 acres. The improveSec
Rale No. 66.1, N!4SWtf. SWJSWJ
ments consist of fencing, value $70.
2, T. 21N., R
30E., containing 130 acres.
Sale No. 620, SX Sec. 32, SXSWX Sec. There are no improvements on this land.
33, T. 28N., R. 34E., containing 400 acrea. No bid on the above described tract of land
There are no improvements on this land. will be accepted for lea than Ten DolSale No. 621, SEXSEX, NXSEX Sec. 9, lars ($10.00) which is the appraised value
All of Sec. 16, T. 28N., R. 35E., containthereof.
ing 760 acres. The improvements on this
Sale Vo. f64, All of See. 36, T. 24N., R,
land consist of house, bam, well, wind- 34E., containing 640 acres. The improvemill, mill house, plowed ground, fruit trees, ments on this land conaist of house, barn,
and fencing, value $2266.25.
well and wind-nilfencing and plowing,
Sale No. 622, SXNWX See. 24, T. 29N., value $2,190.
o bid on the above deaR. 28E., containing 80 acres.
There are cribed tract of land will be accepted for
no improvementa on thia land.
less than Ten Dollars ($10.00) which ia
T. 28N., the appraiaed value thereof.
Sale No. 623, WXEX Sec
R. 28E., EXNEX, SEX Sec. 35, T. 29N.t
In addition thereto the successful bidR. 28E
containing 401.51 acres. The im- ders must pay for the improvements that
provementa on this land consist of corrals, exiat on the above described tracta at the
reservoir, and fencing, valne $230,
appraiaed values.
Sale No. 624, All of Sec 25, T. 29N., R.
The above sale of. lands will be aub28E., containing 640 acrea. There are no ject to the Mowing terms and condition!,
on
land.
thia
viz:
The successful bidders must pay to
improvementa
Sale No. 625. S'A Sec. 34, NWXSWX, t he Com mi a ainn r of Public Land a, or hit
V4SWia.
SWMSEta
Sec. 35. T. 29N.. R. agent holding auch sale,
of the
29E., containing 480 acrea. There are no ipnces onerru ny iiicm rcsrr.iiTiriy iw Hats
4 ner cent intereat
in advance for
improvementa on thia laad.
tan,;
Sale No. 626, EXEX, N WXNEX, SWX the balance of such purchase prices; the
SEX Sec 28, T. 29N., R. 32E., containing feea for advertising and appraisement and
240 acrea.
mere are no improvement on all costs incidental to the sale herein, and
thia land.
each and all of taid amounta mutt be
Sale No. 627, Lot 4, SWXSWX Sec 3, deposited in cash or certified exchange at
a
r
cruvwij 5 cucwu (; a cpuvfu
the time of sale, and which taid amounta
NEXNEX
Sec.
SXNEX Sec 8, Lot 1, and all of them are aubject to forfeiture
SEXSWX, SWXSEX Sec. 18, NEXNWX, to the State of New Mexico if the successSXSEX Sec 20, T 29N., R. 32E., WXSEJ4, ful biddert do not execute a contract with
Sec 33, T. 30N., R. 32E, containing 717.12 in thirty daya after it haa been mail-- si
acrea There are no improvement on thi to them by the State Land Office, aaid
land.
contracts to provide for the payment of
Sale No. 628. Lota 1. 2. SK Sec 2. All the balance of the purchased prices of Mid
R. 29E., containing tracta of land in thirty equal, annual inSON.,
of Sec 16,
1041.30 acrea.
The improvementa on thia stallments, with interests on all deferred
land consiat of fencing, value $150.
paymenta at tbe rate of four per cent
Sale No. 629. NEX. NWXSEX Sec 23. per annun, in advance, paymenta and in200
JON..
R
acrea. The terest due on October lat of each year,
T.
2E9., containing
anch other condi t tons, obligations, re
improvementa on thia land conaiat of ahed, and
and terms as may be required
and
$315.00. serrations
valne
tank
well, pump
fencing,
Sale No. 630, SEXNEX, EXSEX Sec 25, by law.
All of Sec 36, T. JON., R. 3 IE., containEach of the tracta aa deacribed hcreia
ing 760 acrea. There are ao improvements will be offered separately.

SEX, SXSWM
SWX

1,800.98

The improvementa on the above deacribed
of land consist of house, barna, corrala,
branding chute, two wells, windmill, tanks,
plowing and fencing, value $4437.60.
SEWSEX.
Sale No. 72S, N)4, NtfSEtf.
SWX Sec. 13, all of Sec. 24, T. 5 N
The imK. 36 E., containing 1240 acrea.
deacribed tract
provementa on the above win
of land consist of well,
imill, tar.ks.
reservoir, fencing, value $2249.00. 25
and 36,
Sale No. 726, All of Sectiona
T. 5 N., R. 36 E., containing 1280 acrea.
The improvementa on the above described
Iract of land consist of well, windmill,
tanks, corrals, house, hen house, garden,
fencing, value $1986.00.
Sale No. 727, All of Sec. 26, T. 5 N.,
The in),
R. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
provementa on the above deacribed tract
viz: The successful bidder must
of land consist of houae, well, windmill,
CHAVES COUNTY.
pay to the Commissioner of Public Landa,
h
tank, aheds and lota, fencing and plowhis
or
agent holding auch sale,
ing, value $2618.40,
of Public Lands, of the price offered by him for the landj
of the Commissioner
Sale No. 728, WA, SEX Sec. 27, EtfEK, rffice
of auch
1917. 4 per cent
in
advance
fntertst
23,
New
Mexico,
Santa
January
Fe,
conSWtfSEtf Sec. 28, T. 5 N., R. 36 E.,
Ni.tiee ia herebv given that pursuant to- purchase price; the fees for advertising
The improvementa cm
taining 680 acres.
incidental
an Act of Congress, ap- and appraisement and all coat
this land consist of honse, barn, lota, well, he proviaiona20, of1910.
the lawa of the State to the sale aerem, na eacn anu an oi
Jui"
and plowing, value sroved
fencing
windmill,
be deposited in caen
must
and reamounts
said
rulea
Mexico
New
and
tbe
if
$2274.00.
,
State Land Office, the or certified exchange at the time of aale,
Sale No. 729,, All of Sectiona 35 and gulations of the
of Public Lands will offer and which aaid amounts and all of them
36, T. 6 N., R. 36 E., containing 1280 acrea. Commissioner
Sale
the higheat bidder at are subject to foneiture to the State of
to
Public
described
it
The improvements on the above
A. M., on Thursday, April 19th, New Mexico if thi successful bidder does
trnrt of land consist of fencing, value 101917,o'clock,
of
Roswell, County of not execute a contract within thirtv days
town
the
in
$1675.00.
of after it haa been mailed to him by the
No bid on the above described tracts "haves, State of New Mexico, in front
to proSta'e Land ulhce, aaid ofcontractbalance
he court house therein, the following
of land will be accepted for less $5.00
of
the
vide for the payment
viz:
of
a
land,
'ract
per acre, which is the appraised value
Sale No. 674, SF.SWX Sec. 6, Ny5, SEX the purchaae price of aaid tract of land
thereto the
And in
addition
thereof.
with
annual
7. NEX. NtfNWX Sec. 17, NX Sec. in
payments,
thirty
equal,
imiec.
for
the
bidder
must pay
successful
All of Sec. 21, T. 4S;, R. 27E., All of intetest on all delerred paymenta at the
18,
the land.
provements that exist ofon Sec.
Sec. 31, T. rate ol four fer cent per annum, in ad36, T. 1 N., Sec. 27, SWXSEX. SEXSWX
Sale No. 730, All
on OctimIS., R. 27E., containing 2444.45 acres. The vance, payments and interest due
The
R. 31 E.,- - containing 640 acres.
on thia land consist of fenc-n- ober 1st of each year, and such other
provementa on the- - above described tract mprovements
and
reservations
conditions,
$150.
value
of
of land consist
barn, tanks, piping
Sale No. 675, NWJi Sec. 5, NX, Lota 6, terms aa may be required by law.
No bid on
and fencing, value 716.50.
of
of Public Lands
Commissioner
2 Sec. 7. WXSWX
The
Lots
Sec.
SX.
6,
be
will
I,
of
land
tract
described
the above
or his agent holding auch
EJ4SEX. NEtfNEX New Mexico,
per acre, Sec. 8, f. 5S R. 25E;,EXSWX
accepted for less than $10.00 thereof.
and
Sec. 14, T. sale reserves the right to reject any
ec. 12, NEXNWX,
And
which is the appraised value
Possession
There all bids offered at said sale.
in addition thereto the successful bidder :S., R. 24E., containing 1278.35 acres.
under cantracts of sale for the above deathat ,re no improvements on this land.
must pay for the improvements
will be given on or before
R.
cribed
T.
tracts
Sec.
5S.,
19,
No.
NEX
Sale
676,
land.
on
the
exist
E., containing 160 acres. There are no October 1, 1917. hand and
Each of the above described tracts will
the official aeal
Witness my
be offered for sale separately.
mprovements on this land.
R. of the State Land Office thia 23rd day
subSale No. 677, NWX Sec. 20, T. 5S
The above sale of lands will be.
1917
D.
A.
of
There are no
January
BE., containing 160 acres.
ject to the following terms and condiROBT. P. ERVIEN,
mprovements on this land. Sec. 25. All of
tions, viz:
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Sale No. 678. EMSEX
for the Santa
Except for lands selected
State of New Mexico.
R. 35E., containing 720
Bond
lOS;,
T.
R.
R.
36,
ice.
Fund,
f
Grant
and
County
26. 1917.
the successful bidder must pay to the teres. The improvements on this land con-i- First Publication January
of fencing, value $250.
r..ir,miinnif ofsuchPublic LandB. or his
Sec.
22,
of
N54NWX
No.
Sale
EV5NEX,
679,
sale,
agent holding
STATE OP NEW MEXICO.
iimii
VWX Sec. 26, NEX Sec. 28, T. US., R.
the price ottered Dy mm inr tne .an-iThe improve--nent- s
the balI7E., containing 480 acres.
per cent interest in advance for
of
on this land consist
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fencing,
ance of such purchase price, the fees for
all costs value $60.
advertising, and appraisement and and
Sec.
Sec.
NWX
27,
each
NX
PUBLIC LAND SALE
No.
680,
Sale
incidental to the sale herein,
sle
Sec. 25, T. 12S.. R. 23E.,
, WXNWX
and all of aaid amount a must be deR.
at
T
2r
23E.,
12S.,
Sec.
VX
certified
or
containing
SOCORRO COUNTY.
exchange
posited in cash
There are no improvementa
the time of sale, and which said amounts 80 acres.
'
n this landA
of Public Lands,
and all of them are subject - to forfeiture
Office of the Commissioner
Sale No. 681, All of Seca. 4, 5, SWX
,
to the State of New Mexico- if the sucbanta re, new mexico, January
Sec. IS. All of Seca. 18, 19, 22, 27, Lot 2
that
cessful bidder does not execute a contract
Notice
is
pursuant to
hereby given
4 Sec. 3,
of an Act of Congress, apwithin thirty days after it has been mail- Sec. 7, T. 12S., R: 33E., Lot4.088.77
the
provisions
acres.
R. 33E., containing
T. 13S.,
ed to him by the State Land Office,
the lawa of the State
proved June 20, 1910,
and the rules and resaid contract to provide that the pur- The improvements on this land consist of New Mexicichaser may at his option make payments pf house, warehouse, 7 wells, 4 windmills, gulations of the State Land Office, the
of ninety-fivind fencing, value $6,680.00.
of not less than
Conimibsioner of Public Lands will offer
Sale No. 682, All of Sec. 36. T. US., R.
Public Sale to the higheat bidder at
per cent of the purchase price at any
e- 5E., containing 640 acres. The improve-iient- s at
A. M., on Saturday, April 14,
time after the sale and prior to the
10 o'clock
on this land consist ol well, wind--nai- W17, in the town of Socorro,
County of
years from date of the
xpiration! andthirty
tanks canals and fencing, Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front of
to provide for the payment
trnug'
contract,
deathe
of any unpaid balance at the expiration value $850.00.
following
the court house therein,
f thii-tSale No. 683, All of Sec. 3, SX Sec. 4, cribed tract of land, viz:
vearii from the date of the con
Sec. 5, T. 13S.. R. 34E.. containing
Sale No. 67J, All of Sec. 21, SWX Sec.
tract, with interest on deferred payments
EijNEX
1038.35 acres.
The improvements on thia
at the rate of four per cent per annum
SX Sec. 26, NX, SEX Sec. 27, NX
of and consist of dipping plant and corral, 25,
Sec. 35, NWX Sec. 36, T.
Sec. 28,
payable in advance on the anniversary to
of
$725.
value
date
payments
contract, partial
the
5S.. K. 5E'' EXSEX' Sec. 22, WXSWX
awnffjt
Sec. 26. EX
Sale No. 685, All ol Sec. 16, T. 13S., R. Sec. 23, WXNWX, NWXSWX
he credited on the anniversary of the date
tne aate oi
There are no NWX Sec. 11, T. 6 S. ft. 6 E. All of Sec
next
ot contract
following
E., containing 640 acres.
land.
tender.
mprovements on this Sec. 35: T. 14S., R. 131, All of Sec. 31, T. 6S.. K. It.., containing
on this
Sale No. 686. All of
The
The sale of lands selected for tie Nnta
4U35.84 acres.
The Improve- - land consist of two improvements
Fe and Ornnt County R. R. Bond I und t)E., containing 640 acrea.
reservoirs and fencing,
nn thia land consist of hoUSC. COr- - lvalue $10,000.
will be subject to the above terms and
bidand pumping plant, value No bid on the above described tract of
conditions except that the eucc.-.f'i- l
als, well
der must pay in cash or certified ex- 6625.
Hand will be accepted for leaa than Three
of the
sale
of
WX Sec. 27, T. 14S., R. Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which ia the ap
No.
time
687,
Sale
at
the
change
for the land, KIT
The ImPrOVe- rnntaininu 320 acres.
value tnereot. in auuniun i
purchase price offered by him
the nenta on thia land consist of fencing, praised
to the successful bidder must pay for the
per cent interest in advance for will
balance of such purchase price andirovid-inthat exist on the land.
improvementa
$n
contract
"sale
WX
EXNEX. WXNWX,
688,
be required to execute a
The aale of the above landa will be
for the payment of the balance en-ol- SWX. SEXSWX. NEXSEX Sec. , f. 14S., subject to the following terms and condi
bidder must
R. 36E.,
such purchaae price in thirty equal,
containing 320 acrea. The
tions, vi: The successful
i
with interest on all de- on this land conaist of fenc-tni- r. pay
to the Commissioner of Public Lands,
h
ferre'd payments at the rate of four per
value $601
or his agent holding such aale,
Sale No. 689, All ol Sec.. 5. 6, NEXNEX of the price offeree by him for the land;
cent per annum in aavantc,
interest due on October 1st ol each year. Sec. 7, NXNWX, NEX Sec. 8, SWXSWX 4 per cent interest in advance of auch
The Commissioner of Public Lands of Sec. 9, T. 15S., R.no 33E., containing on1661.28
price; the fees for advertising
thia purchase
improvementa
M..irn nr hi. scent holding such teres. There are
and appraisement and all coata incidental
anu mvm
t
sale, reserves the right to reject any and Saif No. 690, SWX Sec. 17, All of Sec. to tne sale ncrcw,
said amounta muat be depoatted in caan
all bida offered at saw aaie.
SXNWX. NWX or certified exchange at the time of aale,
, NEXSEX Sec. 21, SWX,
under contracts of sale for the above dea- VWX
Sec. 28, T. 1SS., R. 34E., containing and which aaid amojnta and all of them
cribed tracta will be given on or before 1120 acrea.
There are no improvementa are subject to forfeiture to the State ol
October 1st, 1917.
!,..
;f
..eeeaftil hidder doea
kt
u
in thia land.
Witness my hand and the official seal
No.
SEX Sec. 35, SWX, NXSEX not execute a contract within thirty days
691,
Sale
of
of the State Land Office this 9th day
,
...
I
400
,n" him hv , he
R.
.
35E., containing
Sec 36, T. 15S.,
Biicr ' ii
.im "'''-- - contract
March, A. D.. 1917.
to pro- Land . Office, aaid
tcree. The improvements on thia land con-ti- st State
p jtrvIEN
.
.
.1.- f
r
t.alae atf
$350.
of
value
Viae lor me uajmcu. ui
fencing,
Commissioner of Public Landa,
R.
Sale No. 692, SXSEX Sec 36, T. 15S.,
tbe purchaae price of aaid tract of land
State of New Mexico.
The improve- in tnirty equal,
J5E., containing 80 acrea.
annual pijiucu,.,
First Publication March 23, 1917.
at the
on thia land consist oi fencing,
on all deferred paymenta
menta
1917.
25,
Last Publication May
Ol
rate
'" i on Oct- lour
per .ru
"iUre No. 693. NEX Sec. 25, T. 15S., R. van ere,
due
and
interest
There are no
n( .apt, wear and SUCh Other
1.payments
35E., containing 160 acrea.
and
thia land.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
conditions, obligations, reservatione
improvementa on All
of Seca. 19, 20, WX terms as may ue rcquircu
Sale No. 694,
hj w Landa of
, 30,
Sec. 21. WX Sec 28, All of Seca.
Commissioner of Public
FOR PUBLICATION
The
NOTICE
auu
iNew
31, 32, WX Sec 33, T. 15S., R. 32E., conMexico, or nis agent nuiuing
he right to reject any and
PUBLIC LAND SALE
improvementa sale reserves
taining 4869.04 acres. The
' I
I
-- ..:.
-- .
-Pnau.uml"
on thia land consist of fencing, value ail,, IUlUa
!..
UIKIEU
B.IU ..I.
ttt
ri,
under cantracts of sale for the above deaEDDY COUNTY.
"sale No. 695, All of Sec. 2, T. 16S., R. cribed
tracta will be given on or before
875.26
are
Landa,
acrea. There
IRE., containing
Hfice of the Commissioner of Public
ucioDer i,
Witness mp hand and the official seal
Santa Fe. New Mexico. January 23, 1917. no improvements on this land.
m
ol tne state iano vjmcc inn
Notice ia hereby given that purauant to Sale No. 696, NWX, S)4NEX Sec. 24. T.
17S
R. 20E., Lot 2, SWXNEX Sec 19, T. of Jatiuary,A. 0, 1917.
ngreas,
he proviaiona ot an Act oi
State
292.54
P.
There
of
the
acrea.
ROBT.
R.
lawa
ERVIEN,
the
1910,
17S.,
20,
21E.,
containing
June
Commissioner of Public Landa,
and the rulea and
are no improvements on thia land.
if New Mexici
State of New Mexico,
No bids on the above described tracta
of the State Land Office, the
will
offer
for leaa than First Publication January 26. 1917.
of land will be accepted
Commissioner of Public Landa
the
it Public Sale to the higheat bidder Five Dollars ($5.J0) per acre, which iathereat W o'clock, A. M., on Saturday, April appraised value thereof. In addition
must pay for
1917. in the town of Carlsbad, County to the aucceasful bidera
11,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
that exiat on the land.
,f Eddy, State ot New Mexico, in front the improvement
Sec 27, Sy,SX
Sale No. 697. SWXSWX
the court houae therein, the following
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 28. NWWNWX.
SEXNWX. SWXNEX.
lescribed tracta of land, via:
Sale No. 699, All of Sec. 35, T. 16S.. R.g jWXSEX Sec. 34, T. 15- S- R. 17E., con- PUBLIC LAND SALE
tuu aiir.
j lie miiu.tiuEui.
HE., All of Sec. 1, T. 17S., R. J4E.,
laming land
There are no
1281.24 acrea.
consist of fencing, value
thia
deson
No
UNION COUNTY.
the above
bid
$275.00.
on tbii lnd.
Sale No. 700, E4 Sec. 33, WX Sec. 34, cribed tract of land will be accepted for
than Three ,Dollara ($3.00) which ia Office ol the Commissioner of Public Lands
Ml of Sec, 36, T. 16S., R. 35E., containing leaa
Santa Fe. New Mexico, January 15, 1917.
1280 acrea.
There are no improvementa the appraiaed value thereof.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
Sale No. 698. SWXNEX, EXSWX Sec 24,
on this land.
SFM SWXNWX. EXSWX
Sec. 25, T. 15S., R. 'he provisions of an Act of Congress
Sale No. 703, All of Sec 12. II,
K,
ME.,
17S.,
T.
Sec
T.
SEMSEX
4,
lune 20. 1910. the lawa of the State
MS.,
Lota
12,
5,
23,
Sec,
4,
K.E.,
NEK
Sec. 14,
Sec. 30, T. 15S., R. 17E., of New Mexico, and rules and regulationa
ontaining 1600 acres. ofThe improvements R. 16E., SXSX
houae, corrala, containing 538.50 acrea. The improvementa of the State Land Ulhce, tne commissioner
n thia land consiat
land consist of (encing, value of Public Lands will offer at Public Sale,
well, windmill, tank, and fencing, valne on thia
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(hut moniliiif. Even In the hulf light, now It was "I'm twenty-one- ,
und she's
SOMETHING NEW IN HIGH-SPEE- D
they glowed with tlery color.
eighteen." The light wus gone from
CARS
The ring wiis in his right bund. With K.'s fuce ugiiin. After ull, the Street
Ihe left he settled his collar und soft meant for him hot so much home us It
silk tie.
meant Sidney. And now, before very
K. saw Ciirlottii thai evening for the long, that book of his life, like
others,
last time. Katie brought word to him, would huve to be closed,
where he wns helping Harriet close her
lie turned and went heuvlly Into the
trunk she was on her wuy to Kurope little bouse.
for the fall styles that he wus wanted
Christine culled to him from her litin the lower hall,
tle balcony:
(Hy E. O SELLERS, Acting Director of
"A lady !" she suld, closing the door
"I thought I heurd your step outside.
the Sunday Kchool Cnnran in tae Muoay
bible institute of Chicago.)
behind her hy way of ciiution. "And Have you time to come In?"
1917. Writirn Ncwipaper Union
ii good
K. went through the parlor und stood (CopyrlKht,
tiling for her she's not from
Ihe alley. The way those people beg In the long window.
His steudy eyes
off you Is a sin and a shiime, und It's looked down at her.
LESSON FOR APRIL 8
not at home you're going to be to them
"I see very little of you now," she
from now on."
compluined. And, when he did not JESUS RAISED LAZARUS. FROM
CHAPTER XXV. Continued.
have lo go out to the White .Springs
So K. had put on his coat und, with
THE DEAD EASTER LESSON.
"Have you niude
reply Immediately:
19
and
have
again
supper."
out so much us u glance in Harriet's any definite plans, K. ?"
"Why mil''" Wllsmi N'lmi mli'il. Imlf
That was all hut Kd understood.
LESSON
43. 44.
TEXT John
"I shull do Mux's work until he Is
mirror, bad gone down the stairs.
AUTOMOBILE EQUIPPED WITH AIRPLANE ENGINE.
'Tin' secret is nut. Kvcrj body
(ilea. i 17 to 44).
On the day when K. had told Mux his
to
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able
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the
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und
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GOLDEN
TEXT Jesus said untn her.
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I
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a
he
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saw
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the
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11
evening ble had made in her. She wus a (lend
body of a racer something new in
cars has been made. The
"I think so. I inn getting a good
how "
as usual. His hlg chair had lieen
lesson
Jhls
occurred about two racer, which weighs 2,000
pounds, in a recent test made 115 miles an hour.
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know nil Ihnl. I guess I could do II found him there, looking out. She than her age.
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"I cuine, you see. Doctor Edwurdes." stay. My old
mid get iiwny Willi il us well tis the kissed him. Hut instead of letting her
place is closed. I'd go cull (See John 10:40; 1:28). There
Before Installing the engine It was placed on a
she found it hard to spenk.
back there they wuut me.
truck, and a set
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average. All Hint deters nic I'vi- never draw nwny, he put out his arms and
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so
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to
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futile,
I
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beChristine,
tion from the dead: Julrus' daughter
encouraged
gave up
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snow.
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fore?"
Mulie at me. ion dont smile any her,
(Matt. 0), the son of the widow of
The United Stntes government has adopted this engine.
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your You
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cruwl
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course,
closed
strength
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my
..,...,.....,..,..
"I inn almost ahvavs tired; that's all, hospital. They are trying to persuade had my hr.nd forced, and to take up
I. The Lesson of Unbelief.
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curs on left.
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you."
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Into Tires Too
Don't overload your car.
Pump
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power
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K.
the
in
had
taken
her
night
one
look
at his face, she spoke
I've sont llioni Inonoy from time In After
generated In running over the road. and telephone poles nearest to the danhis arms und then put her away. How 20:.T1; I John 5:1-5III. The Lesson of Love. Love
lime. I usrd to si nn. think nlioiit lo Hie window.
But even that does not increase the gerous curve, or bridge or fill, so that
!
were
a
mess
Whut
life
wrong
tilings
"I'm so wretched about it. I thought
Ihe ehildi'i'ii ho left, nnd whnl woiihl
manifests Itself In deeds. Mar- air pressure as much as motor car the driver In approuchlng the danger
wus
lieeoine of llioni. The ironic pnrt of It I cared. To me you were the best anil
tha secretly and quickly arose and owners believe. If the temperature of would be warned before he hns run
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
was ilmt, for ail thnl hnd hnpponcd, I greatest man that ever lived. I when
left the wailing friends to go nnd the air Is 32 degrees Fahrenheit (cold upon it. The driver will then be put
Jiut that doesn't
wns litisier all Ihe time. .Men were I said my prayers, I
TIME FOR ROSS TO GET BUSY meet the waiting Master. "The Mas- enough to freeze water), if the tire is upon his guard and he will be able to
ter is come." He still conies, nud blown up to a pressure of 72 pounds avoid the danger that he now encounsending mo Cnses from all over the matli'i'. You were u sort of god to
I'oiinli'.v. It was either slny iind keep me."
Paddy's Earnest Warning Seems to calls to us, and. If, like Martha, we a square inch, und if the jise in the ters without the warning signs.
lie groaned' under his breath.
on working, with that chiince, i.r- - ijuil.
nnd telephone poles
spring up gladly to meet him, he will tire's temperature nt the end of a run
"Telegraph
Have Been Justified by the Facts
"No pain could live up to Unit, Sidlill our lives with blessing and Joy. Je- Is 35 degrees, the total pressure with- could be painted about ten feet from
quit."
of the Case.
"I'.nl if you had stayed, nnd taken ney.'"
sus came to these sisters individu- in the tube will be 78 pounds, nn in- the ground for about a
strip.
"So. I see Unit now. l'.ul Hint's the
extra precautions "
was out of work, and passing ally (vv. 21, 28). He bad entered the crease of only six pounds. But if the This strip could be white with the exPaddy
I
I
Il's
cared.
never
that
Just
"of about a foot In the
"We'd tnki'ii every precaution wi way
thermometer
zone
90
in
records
a
ception
to
order
danger
as
be
he
It
"I'm
works
a
saw
there
center,
notice which said a
degrees,
Sorry, Dear Max."
loved the real you, because I never
knew."
(v. 8), nnd it wns Thomas, the often does on a summer's day, the rise which could be red, and about ten
stoker was wanted.
offer meant reinstatement,
N'rit her of the men spoke for n t line. knew you."
another Of course, he could use a spade, so doubter, who wanted to accompany In temperature at the end of nn equiv- poles on each side of the dangerous
When he remained silent, she made chance. She would work her llnger-end- s he
I. his tall figure out lined
K. si
against
and got the Job. It seems blin (v. 10). "Jesus wept," not with alent run will be only 33 degrees, and place could be painted. At railroad
off for him. She would make It the applied
an attempt to justify herself.
the window.
who held the Job before wns the wailing of professional mourners, the total air pressure 77
mini
pounds, an crossings the railroad officials would
"I'd known very few nu n," she said. up to him in other ways. Hut she could sacked because he lost
"Hints the worst, Is it?" Mux
but with the silent,
increase of only 5"i pounds. Para be glad to
for many rail
sisnat
and
time,
"I came into the hospital, iind for u not tell him und lose everything.
ll'Illil inl"i at hist,
The sight of their sorrow doxical as it may seem, the increase road crossings nre so obscured that
his mates wouldn't tell Puddy ters.
urally
time life seemed very terrible. There
"Come," he said. "Shall we go buck how to go ubout his fresh
"That's enough."
troubles him (v. 2,'i), the evidence of In pressure due to the sun's heat is not the driver does not know that he is
job.
"Il's exlroiiii'ly significant. Vou had were wickednesses I hnd never heard and start over again?"
The boss told him to wntch the pres- his love was communicated to the nearly so great as motor car users approaching one until he Is right upon
He held out his bund.
and somebody always paying for
an enemy somewhere on your staff of,
sure gauge, and if he wanted to know Jews (v. 30), but his grief was not suppose. For a given distance, it is it. By using these warning posts this
11......
te,.
..l.o....
This profession of ours is n
he was to go and ask the over the death of his loved friend, but actually less on a hot than on a cold danger would be eliminated."
Iirolinl.ly.
anything
CHAPTER XXVI.
over the unbelief of those with whom day. Waldemnr Kaempffert, In
boss.
big one, hut you know lis Jealousies. Why? Then you would come In, and a
CARE OF AUTOMOBILE MOTOR
Let a mmi get his shoulders nliove Ihe lot of them you cured and sent out.
Por a while all went well. Puddy lie was dealing (vv. 37, 38).
Magazine.
You gave them their chance, don't
I.ate
September had come. The shoveled the coal on, and the guuge
you
IV. The Lesson of Power. Jesus
crowd, ami Ihe park is after him." lie see? t il I
knew
'in
about
Street
had
been
Carlotta, you
furiously busy'1. for a registered full pressure; nnd he hud let nuturiil causes work to their PROPER USE OF
lie.
"Mixed figure, Inn
Not Highly Complicated, Mysterious
laughed a
HYDROMETER
always meant that to me. You were month. The cobblestones hud gone, worked
you know whnl I mean."
Piece of Machinery, Nor Are
until the safety valve fullest extent. Coming to the tomb,
away
like K. always helping."
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from
to
curb
curb stretched smooth
Jesus said
K. shook his head, lie had had Hint
Principles Difficult.
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'
was very silent. In the asphalt. To this general excitement started blowing off. Still he worked the stone." It(v. 39), "Take ye away Service Manager of Manufacturing
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machine,
their
hydrometers.
he n.:r Sidney, perhaps to smml hy
writes B. F. Bell of Lancaster county,
upon his exercise of power, viz., that
Simply Logical.
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would better have let him saved Dr. Max Wilson.
"When you use your hydrometer for Neb., In Farm and Home. Few
as Wilson's host uinn when she was die. they
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you have. I have buried, and his body to reach the testing your battery," he says, "make chines nre ever worn out ; most of them
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Bunyan, writing
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go without protest. But when a
They tell fcfof a place on Van exercise of his power Jesus uses hu- and this proportion should always be mobile or gas engine In hand to know
hook lor that, the "Pickwick I'apers," real, lou have
always done your best man Is the real thing so that the Buren street: constant.
When
remove
man
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your hy- the simple principles which underlie
agencies (v. 41, 44). God has the
Kenan's "Lives of the Iiisciples." A'ery in your work; you ulways will. Hut
"Here," said the proprietor, "is a ability but we have responsibility, drometer from your battery to take a its operation.
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ing
water and
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behalf of his friend had been anman vastly. It reminded him of Max's hesitated, came back, and
which has beput a light ly, as the baritone put it, that "he's got
"Certainly," cried the grateful one. swered before It was uttered (v. 42), of that particular cell. In most cases come misplaced
and Is rubbing
hovhood, when lie had read to Max ut hand oli his shoulder.
no swelled bend on him ; that's sure."
the
barrel of the hydrometer Is long against the place which Inclosed the
On his way he fell and broke one and his friend at once
ule,ht. Fur once in the lust dozen ... "I'm sorry, dear Max."
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A little later, K.,
voice (v. 44). This record is a plain. enough Tor you to see the marks on valve mechanism. To eliminate this
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years, he needed him.
on
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Street as he had that first day, heard
"Poor Jim!" he muttered, picking calm, unadorned statement of a won- the float if you stoop a little, and the requires either the fitting of a new
"(jo on, F.d. What in hlazes mnkes cheek before he knew what she Intend- the baritone
nimseii up. unicago Herald.
singing:
derful fact. It bears upon Its face the slight Inconvenience Is well worth the spring or the reshaping of the old
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marks of Its genuineness. Those pres- trouble. Never add acid to your
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spring so that contact with the cover
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And the sailor, home from the sea."
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To Avoid Blisters.
Mini ..diei,; be finished, and inspected his work. K..
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When one end of the pller handle Is
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this one
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Man Wilson.'
ment Doctor
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dold "
Aviators attached to the signal corps
It ts well for automobiles to figure should not be placed fn the palm of
The effect of the 'miracle' was two-- '
' His eyes, lifted from the
rather sheepishly, be took it.
Sidney Page.
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station at San Diego obtain weather fold. Many who were present becrossing railroad the locomo- the hand when the pliers are used If
"Whet I (tet out," Max mid. "well the red glow of the roses that had come
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Ton wish to avoid blisters.
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DANGER IN HARMLESS THINGS

WhafVaJlen Dress

All that Is loft to
of one.
piece frocks is tlie discovery of new
finishing touches in the way of decorations. Every conceivable method of
making In the skirts und bodies bus
already been exploited, with plaits and
shirring utilized where any .fullness
Is required and (he waistline placed
anywhere from just below the Uust to
the line of the hips.
As
skirts grow narrower and
strnighter plaits take the leail in providing the fullness necessary, since at
the same time they insure straight
lines. Besides they are better adapted

Americans Suffer Casualties From Accidents Every Year Equal to Those
of the Heaviest Battles.

liiouses are designed without any provision for their needs.
This blouse is of georgette with
vestoe, collar and narrow turned-baccuffs of satin, in a contrasting color.
The body of the blouse is rather plain,
with a little fullness (set in ut the
shoulder senilis) in the front. The
sleeves are full, gathered Into deep
cuffs of crepe and these are finished
at the wrist with narrow satin cuffs.
All seams are hemstitched. The edges
of the satin vest are finished with a
piping of satin, and it fastens with
three fancy square buttons set on from

It fs n bloody battle which inflicts
death or wounds upon one in every
seven soldiers. Casualties of Hll.(KK)
in an army of a million are away above
battle averages.
Americans are so
wasteful of the most precious things
we have human life that they suffer casualties from accidents dining
every year equal to such a heavy battle, writes Gerard In Philadelphia
Ledger.
One man In seven is killed or injured. 1 learn from an Insurance company which has paid $KI,."i(K),tNMJ In 22
years for K'S.OtK) accidents where and
how tile accidental blow falls.
The wagon hurts more persons than
the automobile by 2i per cent.
Noisy as it Is, the motorcycle is
fairly harmless, ami t lit bicycle has
almost 10 times as many victims to its
credit.
City folk think of their elevators
falling, but they rarely do It, whereas we ncer reckon the horse among
beasts of prey, and yet Mr. Equine
Kicks anil biles nine times as many
persons as are Injured In elevators.
More men full through trapdoors
than are drowned, but it seems hard
to believe It. Almost as many are hurt
by falling from bed as get their lingers
caught in electric fans.
A gun is a deadly thing, and yet
its army of victims is only
as great as that of the innocent-lookinstairway.
The rolling stone gathers no moss,
but It accumulates a line assortment
of accidents six times as many as
the snorting motorlmnt.
Your true
ucciilcnt bobs up when least expected.
I once saw Samuel It. Kirkpatrlck,
who is now a broker, but was formerly
a newspaper man, return from a S.IH Kindle journey.
lie had plastered himself witli accident insurance, but nothing had happened until he stepped
upon a lead pencil in his own oliice
after his return, and then he was in
drydock for a fortnight.
one-sixt-

Loss.

His Double

story of the battle of Jutland Is
lold by a chaplain of tin? grand licet.
In u ship which was in the thick of action and was well hammered by the
enemy, many poor fellows lost the
number of their mess ami many more
wore sadly wounded. Among these
latter was a sailor, one of whose legs
was so much shattered and lacerated
by a splinter of shell that there was
nothing else to do but amputate it
above the knee.
The wounded man was practically
unconscious from loss of blood, so the
surgeons wen? not able to tell him of
Some
their intentions of operating.
time later he recovered consciousness
und found himself comfortably tucked
up, with the slump dressed anil bandaged. When he learned what had
happened he broke into an agonized
cry no, not for the crippling he had
undergone; his cry was:
"Where's my leg? Kor 'evln's sake,
find my leg, somebody
It's got all my
money In the stocking!"
A

NEW MODELS

IN

to wool fabrics than shlrrings are. In
the beautiful frock pictured above they
are seen at their best, for the skirt Is
made up of a series of panels having
inverted plaits at the side of each
panel. They nre strapped down a few
inches below the waistline by narrow
folds of the material fastened at each
buttons.
end with small
The bodice nppears to fasten in the
back and Is cut with a square opening
at the front of the neck. The
of crepe georgette covered with
an
pattern, in soutache braid,
probably fastens with snap fasteners,
under the left nrm. The sleeves are
full and plain, finished with a deep
cuff of braided georgette matching the
fcodice. A turnover collar at the neck
is small and may be either of plain
cloth-covere- d

over-bodic- e

all-ov-

ONE-PIEC-

FROCK.

the line of the bust to the waistline.
There is a tiny button nt the throat,
fastening with a loop of silk.
Embroidery in heavy silk floss, repeats the color in the vest and appears Ut each side of the front. The
season has developed a leaning toward
color contrasts In blouses, which often
r
combinadoes not stop at
tions. This is n very attractive model
for the woman who finds a costume
blouse, to be worn with a dressy tailored suit, the most convenient of nil
things for afternoon wear. Where time
Is precious and distances great, as In
the larger cities, a blouse of this kind
and a handsome suit, will carry their
wearer through the afternoon and evening without any heartburnings.
For exactly the same purposes, th
two-colo-

!

The Strategy of Blinkers.
Blinkers was not a beauty, either In
face or figure. All his pals wondered,
therefore, what he would appo'ar as at
the Klinnyboys' fancy dress ball. The
night arrived. Hamlet leaned sadly
against the wall, while William the
Conqueror threw bitter glances at a
crowd at the other end of the room.
"What ho, Hill!" cried Oliver Cromwell, arriving late; "feeling seedy, old
man?"
"We all are," growled lilll the First.
"Itlinkers has done us in the eye after
all."
"Itlinkers! How?"
"lie's come as a bargain marked
down to $ !.!S," croaked the conqueror,
"and every blessed girl in the place Is
lighting to get near him."
Pert and Impertinent.

A young woman of a pink complexion but of heroic build a kind way of
denoting obesity applied to E. II. Calvert, the moving picture director, for a
position as an extra girl. She presented him a personal letter of Introduction. Long years ago, it seems, Mr.
Calvert knew her father and mother.
As he gazed at this plump Juno the
light of memory came into his eyes,
luit still he was not quite certain about
something. "Let me see," he mused,
"which side of the house do you re-

semble the most?" "Sir!" she cried
In accents far from mild, "I don't resemble any side of any old house!"
Topeka State Journal.

Two Panama Coaling Plants.
The two great coaling plants of the
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COSTUME BLOUSE OF CREPE AND SATIN.
crepe or of lace. In the model It Is
of crepe and it will be difficult to improve upon It.
This frock offers an effective solution to the problem of the woman who
would like to make over a suit into a
e
dress.
Here Is one of the new blouses that
may be worn with either open or
closed throat. There are a lot of women who cannot wear the open throat
successfully, and this Is a model to
make them rejoice; for nearly all

pepium blouse deserves much consideration. It is made of georgette crepe
usually, with pepium more or less long,
according to the preference of its
wearer, and It Is much elaborated with
trimmings. It achieves formal dress
and has so much good style that It
may even shine down more pretentious
garments.

Gold and Green.
Ask any smart woman what color
she wants for the new accessories
whether those accessories be the
tie to wear with her sport
shirt, or her next hat and if she has
not already Invested in enough accessories of that color she will answer
either emerald green or gold. Gold
especially Is the color of the season.
It has actually been beautified in fash-Ion-'s
favor. In elaborate hats or sports
hats It Is the color most In vogue.
8weaters of some shade of gold are

more highly prized than those of any
other. Suit linings and trimmings In
this shade are especially good especially when the suit is navy blue. The
smartest of the new bags are lined
with the color. And until we are
sated with this hue of the sunbeam we
shall continue to give It first place In
fashion's rainbow.

one-piec-

four-in-ha-

'

The Inept.
Some people wonid try to dodge
flood by hiding In the cellar. Lufay-ettCourier.

I'anania canal one at Cristobal and
the other at Italboa which together
have a total emergency storage capacity of 70,000 tons, have been completed,
according to the Philadelphia Hecord.
at Cristobal,
That
the Atlantic
terminus. Is the larger and it Is expected that most of the coaling will be
done there. The plant there has been
In commercial operation for several
months. The completion at this time
of these coaling plants of the Atlantic
terminal of the canal is considered
highly important.
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Peace! But That Peace That
Comes to Mankind After
Stern, Painful Conflict.
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HAT are your churches to
me, sue tiieu, lassioouie- .V ly.
"Sister Cecelia, from
childhood I have heard
these tales of love and penitence until I know them
all by heart. I used to Ami comfort In
them, but that was before I knew what
real sorrow was."
She was a slight young girl, not
above sixteen, with clear, delicate fen- tures, and olive complexion, an ahuu- dunce of hair that swept back from u
full forehead like the waves of u clouded sea.
"My dear child," replied the sister,
"you do not understand the teachings
of the church. It Is not of earthly love
the Gospels speuk, but of that spiritual
love that passeth all understanding.
Not of that love the Saviour died that
all men might understand nud be
saved."
"I know, I know," cried the girl, "but
it Is not of heaven I am thinking, hut
of him, I'ierre, the artist, who lias
gone and left me no word of I'ierre
whom I love better than life; I'ierre
for whom I have given up all, even the
church.
"It Is months since I have entered
the church doors. When I'ierre came
Into my life everything' else was swept
out of It. I knew no other world but
the one he made for me. I never questioned his sincerity, I never doubted
his love. I was a child and he made
me u woman. And now he Is gone and
I am alone, alone, nlone."
"The man was not of our world,"
said the sister, with some show of
severity, "and you do wrong to think
of him."
"I cannot help It. I try to think of
him as being cruel and wicked, to hate
him for what he has made me suiter,
but I cannot do it. Night and day I
Oh, s
henr only his voice.
ethlng
must have happened to him, or lie
would come back to me."
"Such faith deserves to he rewarded," said the sister, moved by the girl's
sincerity, "you may be right. Let us
not despair. Itut should he never return, there Is one who never forsakes,
who is ever ready to comfort and bless.
Tomorrow morning the Easter hells
will ring to recall the scene of his
death and resurrection. So may we all
triumph over sorrow and the grave If
we will but trust in him."
The words and manner of the sister
stirred' the girl strangely.
Looking
Into the tranquil eyes of the holy woman she felt a wave of peace throughout
her whole being. The Hush died out
of her cheeks, the sob died in her
throat, and going to Sister Cecelki she
put her arms about her, saying quietly:
"I know what you say is true, even
though I rebel against the touching of
lie church. They who are of it, not
you, sweet sister, but the others, the
neighbors, even my mother, have been
so harsh and cruel, have said such hitter tilings of me that I could not believe In the religion they professed.
But I felt I must tell iny sorrow to
someone or I should die. And so
come to you who are always gentle
and kind."
will do
"You did right, Marie, and
all I can to help you. Ah, the tears,
the bitters tears that love has wrung
from confiding hearts. Itut who shall
ay that unselfish devotion and sacrifice in the manner of love shall find
harsh Judgment in the eyes of him who
taught us love is the greatest of all
the virtues, the very soul of this life.
The sister's words were like a prayer
and a benediction and Marie went
away feeling greatly comforted. She
hurried through the districts that led
to her mother's shop and, climbing
the narrow stairway that led to her
own little room, fell on her knees before the Madonna, praying earnestly
for forgiveness and guidance.
That night as she slept the room
seemed to be slowly filled with a soft
radiance and the Madonna, coming
down from the wall, stood at her side
with hands outstretched above her
while she repeated softly:
v.

en.

the congregation In the holy silence,
to join in the responses, and to hear
the music of the familiar songs. Kor
mouths she had not entered t lie church
doors, but her talk with Sister Cecelia
and the vision of he Madonna had
decided her to try mice more the consolation of religion.
When Marie came out upon the
street that blight Hunter morning she
found Sister Cecelia already at the
I

door.
"I came for you," said the sister,

simply.

"I am ready, Sister Cecelia," replied
Marie with equal simplicity. "I had
such n beautiful dream last night, and
I think
yes, 1 know 1 had already d-

ecided"

"To go to church?"
"Yes."
"It must have been a good dream,
indeed."
"It was a message from the Madonna. She told me that which made me
understand."
They were walking rapidly toward
the church. As they were about to turn
a coiner of the street that led up to
the edifice a hearty voice cried out :
"Marie! Why do you run away from
me?" and turning they saw I'ierre hurrying to overtake them.
"I'ierre! I'ierre!" murmured the
girl, pale and trembling.
"I'ierre, that was. .Jim Bradford that
Don't be frightened at the change.
is.

1

1

There is no death, the flowers say:
In faith we hide our souls away.
While tempests desolate the earth.

Whee Franklin Was Born.
Benjamin Franklin was born on
When Benjamin
Milk street, Boston.
was still young Ids father removed
house in
to a small gainbrel-roofeHanover street, near where It Is
Before the
crossed by Union street.
house swung the "Sign of the Blue
as
a coconut, which
Ball," about as big
signified that Mr. Josiah Franklin, Benjamin Franklin's father, carried on
the business of making soap and

It was morning when Marie awoke
and the air was filled with the chimes
of many bells. The dream was still
vivid in her mind and. Involuntarily
she glanced at the wail where the picture of the Madonna hung. It was In
Its place, but she could not escape the
thought that the scene which was so
vivid in her mind had really been enacted. The hour for morning service was approaching and she felt
enddon desir? to sit once more with

And patient wait the promised birth.
The Southwlnd chants, there Is no death,
I come and winter is a breath:
Against his falling walls I set
The snowdrop and the violet.
Glad prophets of the life to be!
A kindred spark abides In thee.
That, like the wind no tether knows,
And yet is comrade to the rose.
The earth thy mother Is. her breast
Thy comfort, shield and final rest. thou'H
There, sheltered from the storms
bide
The coming of thy Eastertide.

Spring Is the promise of Summer's
peace after Winter's stress, the hope
of Autumn's full fruition. As Kaster
Is the promise of peace in the midst
of the strain of life, the hope of eternal happiness after the harvest of the
earth has been garnered.
It Is to the Cross of Calvary the
acme of conflict not to the blessed
cradle! of Bethlehem the emblem of
peace that men turn for help and inspiration in the ditllcult moments of
life!
After the Cross, the warfare, the
joy of the Resurrection.
After the Conflict. . . .!
Ah God!
After the conflict the
garden flowers and the promise of
more flowers
Blooming about a grave
it may be!
But blooming flowers nevertheless,,
their fragrant beauty reminding us
that dentil died in the conflict on the
Cross, that the grave is now but the
great womb where (he resting lire
awaiting (he Spring Angel Who shall
roll away (he stone, anil spread before
(hem, in the unending sunshine, the
great fruits of tlie victory over winter, dentil, anil sin.
Itut the "Conflict," of today, the
Crosses on the Golgothas of this awful
war! The women weeping as of yore!
The almost despairing grief of men
who see brotherly love, civilization,
the religion of the Christ, crucified
anew
An old heathen writer once said in
a crisis time: "Perchance in years to
come, it will please you to remember
these things !"
When victory has come, and "this
winter of our discontent," has turned
to Spring, not perhaps but certainly
we shall look back upon these days,
and rejoice In the fortitude and fulth
which persevered ami won for us nnd
ours, so grand a promise of durable
peace.
Kvery hero's grave, nay every wound
will he glorious, Inspiring and helpful to others, representing part of
the price paid for something the world
needed even more than It needed the
all precious lives of men
!

;

When Postage Cost $10 an Ounce.
San Francisco has had nn interesting
The first settlement dates
history.
from 177G. The United States flag was
raised over the town in 184J. Two
years later the city had an estimated
population of 20,000, caused by the inrush of fortune seekers. The first regular overland mail communication with
the East was established by pony express in I860, the charge for postage
being $5 for half an ounce. Popular
Science Monthly.

d

and to Conquer I
message of Kaster.
Unlike
Warlike?
Martiul?
the message announcing His Mission
Wlio came at Cliristinastide?
Unlike indeed, but not therefore contradictory to it! Bather shall we not
say, complementary to It
Peace to be won by conflict stern
and painful, Christmas prefigured.
Peace, certain, because of the complete defeat of those who gave to
the earth war in place of peace.
And at Kaster the conquest Is
achieved, the promise of peace is giv-

CONQl'KIUNU

I
Praying

oil '8
Earnestly

for Forgiveness.

A sombrero, a corlittle sweetheart.
duroy jacket and the privilege of
knocking a man down without the fear
of having to apologize for sailing un
der false colors suits nie better than
playing the role of nn artist. But the
praise was worth the trouble a thousand times over. Give me your hands,
little girl, and say that you forgive

me."

Marie would have thrown herself
Into the arms of her lover, but Sister
Cecelia interposed. "Tell me," she said,
"before you lead this poor child Into
deeper trouble; how can you be so
You acknowledge
bold and heartless.
to having won her affections under a
false name, you left her for two weeks
to the scorn of her associates, weeping
her heart out for love of you, and then
come back expecting her to believe
you honest."
"All In time, good sister. You see 1
had a plainsman's dread of being loved
for my few miles square of pasture,
and the cattle that kept the grass
trimmed, rather than for myself. So I
became a poor artist and went seeking
a wife. I believed I had found her in
Marie, but there was one more test;
how far would her trust in me go.
I went away, but not so far that I
could not keep track of what was going on here. She has proved herself
an angel. It wrung my heart to see
her sorrow, but for every mcment ot

anguish

I

have caused her she shall

have a thousand glad ones. What do
you say, little girl; am I to be for-

given?"
"I have never doubted you, as the
good sister here will tell you.
you know it Is Easter morning.
Don't you hear the bells over there
'I am
ringing out the proclamation?
the resurrection and the life, and whosoever bellcveth on me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live again.' I believe in you, and here you are."
She gave him her hands. For a moment they stood looking Into each
other's eyes. Then with the sister
walking with bowed head before them
they entered the door of the church.
(Copyright,

Dally Story

Co.)
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DANCING FESTIVAL

IN GREECE

Universal Rejoicing Follows a Week
Spent in Prayer and Meditation
Fetes Are Picturesque.
In the Orthodox Catholic church in
Greece one of the most attractive festivals is to lie found. In the outlying
suprovinces it is dancing that is
All the week before Kaster
preme.
Monday there is prayer and meditaMany of the
tion throughout Greece.

faithful come from Turkish territory
to Join their fellow believers in Athens,
and then hie to the country to Join in
the dancing. It Is particularly at
Megara, Kleusis, Corinth and ill some
hamlets of the Peloponnesus that
these fetes are most typical and picturesque. Men and women of alj ages,
docked out in national attire, spend
the day after Kaster making merry in
the fields.
These dances are as old as Greece
itself, as old as the myths of Olympus
anil Pan. but they have become Interwoven with Christianity and are used
to express the joyousness of the glad
tidings of Hie resurrection. Not unlike
many other primitive dances, this
Kaster Monday dance starts with the
younger women forming a circle and a
recognizedly popular male dancer,
wearing the national Greek dress for
men. made of white material, and similar to Highland costume, coming into
the center of the circle waving a gorembroidered silk handkergeously
chief.
A band of musicians then plays the
Grecian national hymn, and the dance
into
,.mt ices. A young man comes minthe hall, who sings for a few
utes, and the circle opens am other
young men come, join the girls and
(lance round him in couples to the
,f the flute, guitar and violin.
No religious garb is anywhere apparent.
Restoration.

"t

lnv down my life."

,,,,,.

In

that

I

!

POD

EXPECTS FROM
MEN SOMETHING
MORE AT SUCH TIMES,
AND IT WERE MUCH
TO BE WISHED FOR
THE CREDIT OF THEIR
RELIGION AS WELL AS
THE SATISFACTION OF

THEIR CONSCIENCE
THEIR EASTER
DEVOTIONS WOULD
IN SOME MEASURE
COME UP TO THEIR

THAT

EASTER DRESS
Roltrt Sculh

lt)t-r;- il

Roumanian Easter Charity.

In Koiimania, a country which need
nothing except itself to make it picturesque, Kaster Is celebrated by various customs, one of which is the kindly one of visiting Christian prisoners
Perand distributing Kaster cakes.
haps tlie commonest sight on Kaster
Sunday Is the strangely assorted group

women and children-wits
platters of food, especially
b ins, going about tlie prisons,
with guards at their heels or in the
nearest doorway, stopping before the
poor fellows whose daily lot Is a
bunch of straw for a bed, and whose
freedom goes no further than a ball
ami a chain.

of

su- -

"snerifiee all other sncriflces
(urn pale. In the power of that sac s
rifice tlie blackest guilt nuns iorgive-n.lis energies seek out the ruined
and desolate life with glorious offer
of renewal. When the Lord laid down
i,u nr.. tlie entire race found a new
beginning. Our hope is born at the
cross. It is there tnnt "tlie ouruen
..
In his might
.
... mils nwuv."
tLf I'UI ein
When he said, "It
we find daybreak!
Is finished," our soul could sing, "Lite
is begun!"
And so pilgrims gather nt the cross.
Songs nre heard there, the "sweetest
ever sung ly mortal tongues." And
the power of the cross never wanes.
Its glorious grace reaches the soul tos
day as In the earliest days. It transthe despairing heart. It
forms the mind. It remakes the tisGod's Choice Best.
sues of the will. There is no shat1 am always content with that which
tered power that the poVr of the happens; for I think that wat God
cross cannot restore. "We are com- chooses Is better than what Iqchooeet
plete In him,"
rein-spire-

Ufa.

SANTA FE UEMBERS

CAPITAL CITY NEWS It) BRIEF
General and Personal

Live for iomethingl Yes, and for
something worthy of life and its
capabilities and opportunities; for
noble deeds and achievements. Every
man and woman has his or her
assignments in the duties and
of daily life. We are
in the world to make the World
better; to lift it up to higher levels
of enjoyments and progress; to make
its hearts and homes brighter and
happier by devoting to our fellows
our best thoughts and activities and
influences. It is the motto of every
true heart and the genius of every
noble life that "no man liveth to
himself" lives chiefly for his own
selfish good. It is a law of our intellectual and moral being that we
promote our own happiness in the
exact proportion we contribute to
the comfort and enjoyment of others.
Nothing worthy of the name of
happiness is possible in the experience of those who live only for
themselves, all oblivious of the welfare of their fellows. Ky. S. R.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
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